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Sunna r y .
This thesis is concerned with the construction of products
in  cyclic homology and cohomology, by use of the methods of acyclic
_ ★ 
models. A theory HC*(A) which is  dual to cyc lic  cohomology HC (A)
over it s  natural coeffic ients is  introduced, and products are defined 
_ ★
in  HC*(A) and HC (A) . The product then induced on cyc lic  homology 
HC*(A) is  shown to agree with tha t defined by Loday and Quillen. By 
using HC~(A) , i t  is  possible to construct a m u ltip lic a tive  chern 
character ch : K..(A) -*• HCT ^^A ) . Kunneth theorems in the various 
theories are proved, and some examples are considered.
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Introduction
This introduction w i l l  take the form of an ou tline  of the thesis, 
describing its  subject matter and its  purpose, followed by a discussion 
of cyclic homology theory, ou tlin ing  the motivation fo r i t s  d e f in it io n , 
and some of its  applications. The content of th is  second part is  taken 
from the published work of Connes and others, and does not contain any 
material of my own: i t  is  intended to provide a context fo r the work 
following.
This thesis is concerned with the cyc lic  homology and cohomology
theories defined by A la in Connes, and in  p a rt ic u la r w ith products in
those theories. For an associative algebra A over a f ie ld  F , the
★
cyclic homology HC* (A) and cyc lic  cohomology HC (A) may be defined;
we give the de fin itions in  Chapter 1. Cyclic cohomology has a pe riod ic ity  
n *
operator HC (A) -*• HC (A) , and so HC (A) becomes a module over the
polynomial ring F[e] , where 9 is  an indeterminate of degree 2, whose
★
action on HC (A) is  defined by the p e rio d ic ity  operator.
It
Taking into account the product in  cohomology, HC (F) is  isomorphic 
to FCe] , and the module action defined by the p e rio d ic ity  operator 
agrees with the action defined by the product of HC (F) w ith HC (A) . 
Thus i t  seems reasonable to consider F[e] as the natural coeffic ients 
fo r cyclic cohomo^gy. HC*(A) is  the dual of HC (A) over F , but
not over these coefficients FCe] . Thus we introduce a fu rthe r 
theory HC*(A) , which is  the F[e]-dual of HC (A) .
We wish to construct products by a version of the method of acyclic 
models. In order to obtain su itab le  models, we need to look outside the 
category of algebras. We give the d e fin it io n  of cyclic and cocyclic 
F-modules, and then the cyc lic  homology of any cyc lic  F-module, and 
the cyc lic  cohomology of any cocyclic F-module, may be defined.
In Chapter 2, we construct an F[6]-module product map 
HC*(A) 8p[0] HC*(B) -*• HC*(A 0 B) , and an F[e]-module product map 
HC (A) HC (B) ■* HC (A a B) . Further use of the acyclic models
method allows us to prove the commutativity and assoc ia tiv ity  of the 
products, and an appropriate form of uniqueness. This allows us to 
id en tify  any product in  cohomology constructed by th is  method w ith the 
product defined by Connes in  [8J. Loday and Q u illen  in [23] construct 
a product in  cyclic homology, HCn(A) 0 HCm(B) HCn+m+-|(A A B) . We 
w il l  show tha t the re la tio n  between HC*(A) and HC*(A) is  analogous 
to the re la tio n  between homology w ith coeffic ients in  Z and homology 
w ith coeffic ients in Q/Z . Then the product in  Q/Z homology which 
is induced by the product in  Z homology w il l provide an analogy fo r 
the d e fin itio n  of a product on HC*(A) which is  induced by the product 
on HC*( ) . This product agrees w ith tha t given by Loday and Q u illen .
In Chapter 3, we discuss the construction of a m u lt ip lic a tive  chern 
character, ch:K.(A) - HCT+2)l(A) .
In Chapter 4, we prove a va rie ty  of Kunneth theorems, by 
showing that the products which we have constructed give natural 
chain equivalences of complexes. The Kunneth theorem fo r HC*(A) 
involves more work, since the complex which defines cyclic homology 
is not a free F[e]-module.
In Chapter 5, we use the Kunneth theorems and the properties of 
the products to calculate the cyclic cohomology of a few examples.
We now summarise some of the recent work on cyc lic  homology, in  
order to provide a context fo r the work fo llow ing. Details are not 
given, but may be found in  the references c ited.
Cyclic cohomology was introduced by A la in Connes in  1982 [7,8]. 
Geometric s ituations in  which his work applies are the actions of a group 
G on a smooth manifold M , where G may be an in f in ite  d iscrete group 
or a Lie group, and a fo lia t io n  F on a smooth manifold V . These two 
examples are closely re la ted , since given a fo lia t io n ,  its  leaves can 
be considered as the o rb its  under the action of a groupoid defined from 
the fo lia t io n , called the holonomy groupoid [61: a groupoid is  a set G 
w ith an inverse map defined on G , but with a product map defined only 
on a certain subset, the composable pairs, of G * G , where the inverse 
and product maps sa tis fy  the usual conditions.
In the case where the o rb it  space M/G is  lo c a lly  compact and
Hausdorff, the action can be studied v ia  the space M/G , and also
via the algebra Cq(M/G) of continuous functions on M/G which tend
to zero a t in f in i t y .  Even in  the case where the o rb it  space does not
★
have the above property, i t  can be studied via a C algebra, w ritten
★
Cq(M) x G [24]. Connes defines the C algebra of a fo lia t io n  (V,F) ,
★
which is  w ritten  C (V,F) [6],
★
The use of C algebras is  a generalisation of the use of continuous
★
function algebras, since fo r any commutative C algebra A there is  a 
lo ca lly  compact Hausdorff space A such tha t A is  isomorphic to 
Cq(A) by a map which preserves the norm and is a *-homomorphism for 
the invo lu tion.
★
In general C (V,F) and Cq(M) x g are noncommutative. However,
i f  the o rb it space is  lo c a lly  compact and Hausdorff, the algebra
Cq(M) x G is equivalent to Cg(M/G) in  an appropriate sense, that is ,
the algebras are Morita equivalent. S im ila r ly , i f  the leaf space V/F
★
is lo ca lly  compact and Hausdorff, the algebra C (V,F) is  Morita 
equivalent to CQ(V/F) .
An example of a fo lia t io n  whose lea f space is not Hausdorff is 
given by the fo lia t io n  of a torus by lines of ir ra t io n a l slope 0 :
since every lea f is dense, the only open sets in the lea f space are 
the whole set and the empty set, and the lea f space is  thus non-Hausdorff.
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The C* algebra of th is fo lia t io n  has as i t s  elements the formal
power series z a _ ul1 U1? , where the i ndetermi nates U, and U„ 
r  n ,m i L \ c
are related by l ^ l  = e^1' ’ 9 l ^ i  , and the coeffic ien ts an m 
satis fy  the condition that (|n| + Iml)0* |an m| is  bounded for 
each q « N [8].
★
Having obtained the algebras Cq(M) x G and C (V,F) , the aim
is to use them as we use Cg(M/G) and Cg(V/F) , when the o rb it  space
and leaf space are lo ca lly  compact and Hausdorff, to study the geometry
of the s itua tion , fo r example, to obtain topological in va rian ts . K theory
is defined for both algebras and spaces, and has the important property
tha t fo r a lo ca lly  compact Hausdorff space X , K*(Cg(X)) = K (X) ;
the lower s ta r in  K*(Cg(X)) is  ju s t if ie d  because i t  is  a covariant
functor of the algebra Cg(X) . Thus fo r an algebra A , i t  is K„(A)
which is  analogous to the K-cohomology theory of a space, so we consider 
★
K*(C (V,F)) and K*(Cg(M) x G) . I f  two algebras are Morita equivalent,
th e ir K-theories are isomorphic; hence i f  the o rb it  space is  lo ca lly
compact and Hausdorff, K*(CQ(M) x G) = K*(CQ(M/G)) = K*(M/G) . S im ila r ly ,
★ ^
i f  the lea f space is  lo ca lly  compact and Hausdorff, K*(C (V,F) = 
M C 0(V/F)) 1 K*(V/F) .
Given a pseudo-differential e l l ip t ic  operator P on a compact 
manifold, its  ana lytica l index is  defined to be the integer given by 
dimension (kernel P) - dimension (cokernel P) . A topological index
- 6 -
may also be defined, and the Atiyah-Singer index theorem proves the 
equality of these two indices [11. I t  is  K theory which provides 
the formulation for index theorems.
Connes and Skandalis in  [11] generalise to fo lia tio n s  the Atiyah-
Singer index theorem fo r fam ilies [2]. Atiyah and Singer consider
fam ilies of pseudo-differential e l l ip t ic  operators on compact manifolds
Xy , continuously parametrised by the points of a space Y , and
prove the equa lity of an ana lytica l index and a topological index, both 
★
defined in  K (Y) . The d e fin it io n  of the ana ly tica l index follows
from reducing to a case where the vector spaces k.er and coker Py
are constant in  dimension as y va ries, g iving vector bundles ker P
★
and coker P over Y , and thus the element [ker P - coker P] e K (Y) .
Connes and Skandalis's theorem holds fo r those pseudo-differential
operators on a fo lia ted  manifold which are e l l ip t ic  in  the lea f d irec tion ,
and can thus be thought of as fam ilies parametrised by the points of the
leaf space. They show how to define an ana ly tica l and a topological 
★
index ly ing in  K*(C (V,F)) , and prove tha t the two are equal. One 
in te resting  feature of the theorem is th a t i t  holds even when the leaves 
are non-compact.
Usually information about the indices would be obtained by applying 
the chern character ch:K (Y) H (Y:Q) . Thus we would l ik e  to apply 
a chern character to K*(C (V,F)) : c yc lic  homology is  defined to act
- 7
as a receiver fo r the chern character.
For a manifold M , it s  K-homology K*(M) is given in  terms
of equivalence classes of pseudodifferential operators; see [3] .
★
For an algebra A , K (A) can analogously be defined in  terms of 
certa in operators on graded H ilb e rt spaces which have an action of 
A by bounded operators [21,7].
There is  a pairing Kq(A) B K°(A) -*■ I  which is  given, fo r a class 
in  K®(A) represented by such an operator P , and a class in  Kg(A) 
represented by an idempotent e in  the matrix algebra of A , by
<[P], Ce]> = index Pg ,
where Pg is  a fu rthe r operator constructed from P and e [7],
For example, i f  e c A , and P is  defined on the H ilb e rt space H 
with an action of A , then : eH -* eH is  defined by Pg(ex) = eP(ex) 
This is  an extension to the general case of the procedure, in  the case 
A = Cq(X) , fo r tw isting an operator by a vector bundle. Here, i f  
Fq and F.| are vector bundles on X , given D an e l l ip t ic  pseudo­
d if fe re n tia l operator on the smooth sections of the bundle,
D : C°°(Fq) -♦ C°°(Fj) , and given a vector bundle E , a choice of 
connection on F, i  E allows the construction of an operator 
D B 1E : C“ (F0 BE)-* C~(F1 fi E) [3].
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A trace on A gives a map Kg(A) -*■ I  . However, there are
algebras A fo r which there e x is t an operator P , representing
a class in  K°(A) , such tha t the map Kfl(A) •* C given by
[el -*• Index Pg , is  not given by a trace. Thus an appropriate
generalisation of a trace must be defined. An n-trace is an (n+1)-
lin e a r functional on A , or equ iva len tly a lin e a r functional on the
fin+1
tensor product of (n+1) copies of A , A . w i t h  the fo llow ing 
additional properties:
(a) t(a °  a ... B an) = ( - l ) " ^ 1 a . . .  B an B a0)
(b) T(a0a] B .. .  a an ) - T ( a ° a a V e .  .Ba11) . . .  +(-l )n_1 x (a °a .. .8an_1 an)
+ (- l)n T(ana°fi . . .  Ban_1) = 0 .
★
These n-traces are then used to define the cyc lic  cohomology HC (A) , 
and Connes defines a pa iring  HC (A) B KQ(A) -*■ C [7,8].
When the algebra has a topology, su itab le continu ity conditions must 
also be imposed; these are discussed by Connes in [10].
Cyclic homology and cohomology can be defined fo r any associative
★
algebra A , and are w r it te n  HC*(A) and HC (A) respective ly.
Cyclic homology has re la tio ns  with many other areas of mathematics,
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A trace on A gives a map Kg(A) -*■ 1 . However, there are 
algebras A fo r which there e x is t an operator P , representing 
a class in K'(A) , such tha t the map KQ(A) -*■ C given by 
[el Index Pg , is not given by a trace. Thus an appropriate 
generalisation of a trace must be defined. An n-trace is an (n+1)- 
lin e a r functional on A , or equ iva len tly  a lin e a r functional on the 
tensor product of (n+1) copies of A , A®n+  ^ , w ith the following
additional properties:
(a) T(a° a . . .  a an) = ( - l ) " ^ 1 a . . .  a an a a0)
(b) T f a V  a . . .  a an) - T(a°aa1a2a..Ban) ... +(-l )n_1 T(a °8 .. .Ba""1 an)
+ (-1)n T(ana°8 . . .  aan_1) = 0 .
★
These n-traces are then used to define the cyc lic  cohomology HC (A) , 
and Connes defines a pairing HC (A) a Kq(A) -*• C [7,81.
When the algebra has a topology, su itab le  continuity conditions must 
also be imposed; these are discussed by Connes in  [101.
Cyclic homology and cohomology can be defined fo r any associative
★
algebra A , and are w ritte n  HC*(A) and HC (A) respective ly.
Cyclic homology has re la tions  with many other areas of mathematics,
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A trace on A gives a map Kg(A) ■+• It . However, there are 
algebras A for which there e x is t an operator P , representing 
a class in  K^(A) , such tha t the map Kq(A) ■* It given by 
[el Index Pe , is  not given by a trace. Thus an appropriate 
generalisation of a trace must be defined. An n-trace is  an (n+1)- 
linea r functional on A , or equ iva len tly a lin e a r functional on the 
tensor product of (n+1) copies of A , A®n+  ^ , w ith the follow ing
additional properties:
(a) t (a0 a ... a an) = ( - l ) " ^ 1 a . . .  a an 8 a0)
(b) - r i a V  B . . .  a an ) - T(a°aa1a2B..Ban) . . .  +(-l )n’ 1t ( a 0a. ..aan_1an)
+ (-1)n T(ana°B .. .  Ban_1) = 0 .
★
These n-traces are then used to define the cyc lic  cohomology HC (A) ,
★
and Connes defines a pairing HC (A) B Kg(A) C [7,81.
When the algebra has a topology, su itab le continu ity  conditions must 
also be imposed; these are discussed by Connes in  [10].
Cyclic homology and cohomology can be defined fo r any associative
★
algebra A , and are w ritten  HC*(A) and HC (A) respective ly.
Cyclic homology has re la tions  with many other areas of mathematics,
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including algebraic K-theory and homotopy-type invarian ts o f 
manifolds. We shall give a few examples.
Lie algebra homology
The algebra of ( r* r)  matrices over an algebra A becomes a 
Lie algebra, denoted g£p(A) , by use of the Lie bracket Cx.y] = 
xy-yx . Taking the d irec t l im it  under the inclusions g£r (A) -*■ g£r+-j(A) 
gives the algebra g£(A) . Its  L ie algebra homology H*(g£(A)) is  a 
Hopf algebra, with a com ultip lication a induced by the diagonal: 
elements x such that a(x) = x 8 1 + 1 8 x are called p rim itive s , 
and form an algebra. Loday and Quillen [23] prove that fo r an associative 
algebra A over a f ie ld  of charac te ris tic  zero,
HC*.-, (A) i  Prim H*(g£(A)) .
Now the homology of the general lin e a r group GL(A) is  also a 
Hopf algebra, and its  p rim itive  part is  isomorohic to ra tio na l algebraic 
K theory, K*(A) 8 (5 . Thus the p rim itive  part of H*(g£(A)) is  ca lled, 
by analogy, add itive algebraic K-theory. Loday and Q u illen  have 
investigated a va rie ty  of analogies between algebraic K theory and 
cyclic homology. One such is to consider what form of p e rio d ic ity  
re la tion  might e x is t fo r algebraic K-theory emulating the Bott
10 -
pe riod ic ity  fo r topological K-theory of Banach algebras: in  cyc lic  
homology there is  the pe riod ic ity  operator S .
Maldhausen's A-space
Waldhausen approaches the problem of ca lcu la ting  the honotopy of 
the space of pseudo-isotopies P(M) of a smooth compact manifold M , 
by defining a space A(M) such tha t ^  (A(M) )fl(P = ( -rr^ _2( P(M) ) )8Hi (M: dj) 
[27]. The d e f in it i io n  of A(M) is  a rrived  at by using algebraic 
K-theory and the Quillen + -construction. Following a resu lt o f Dwyer, 
Hsiang and S ta ffe ld t [13] which re lates the homotopy of A(M) to a l ie  
algebra homology group, Burghelea [4] has combined th is  with Loday and 
Quillen 's resu lt to prove that
t*(A(M) 8 Q) 1 HC*(C*(fiM:Q))
where C^(nM:Q) is  the d if fe re n tia l graded algebra of rationa l chains 
on the loop space of M , w ith product given by the Pontryagin product. 
This work is  summarised by C a rtie r [5].
Equivariant homology
Closely involved in  cyc lic  homology is  Connes1 category a , an 
extension of the s im p lic ia l category a ; it s  d e fin it io n  and the 
precise re la tio n  w i l l  be discussed in  Chapter 1. Connes shows [9,
- 11
Theorem 10] tha t the c lass ify ing  space of A is  the c lass ify ing  
space of the c irc le  , tha t is , (IP°° . Jones [17] proves a
re la tionsh ip  between cyc lic  homology and equ ivariant cohomology.
Given a space X , the c irc le  acts on MapJS1,X) = LX , the
free loop space, by considering S1 as a m u lt ip lic a tiv e  group, T .
The equ ivariant cohomology of a space Z w ith c irc le  action is  given
by Hy(Z) = H*(ET *T Z) , where ET is  a contractib le  space on which
T acts fre e ly . The equivariant cohomology groups are modules over 
★
Hj (po int), which is  isomorphic to the polynomial ring KCu], where 
u is  an indeterminate of degree 2. Thus by lo ca lis ing  the chain 
complex with respect to u , a theory Hy( ) may be constructed.
Let S (X) be the singu lar cochain complex of X : by using the 
Alexander Whitney product, i t  can be made in to  an associative 
d if fe re n tia l graded algebra. The cyc lic  homology of th is  algebra, 
HC*(S X) , is  then defined. Cyclic homology is  a module over KCu], 
where the action of u is  given by the p e rio d ic ity  operator 
S:HCn(A) -► HCn 2 (A) . The chain complex can then be localised w ith 
respect to u to give a theory HC*(X) .
The re s u lt is  then: fo r a simply connected space X ,
*C_n(S*(X)) S flJ(LX) .
12
I f ,  fo r example, X is  a smooth manifold, these groups are 
related to the existence of closed geodesics on X .
The same approach gives a proof of a strengthened version of a 
resu lt of Goodwillie [15]. The theorem applies to an associative 
topological monoid w ith u n it, G . BG is  the c lass ify ing  space of 
G . S*(G) , the s ingu lar chain complex of G , is  an associative
d if fe re n tia l graded algebra by using the Eilenberg McLane shuffle 
product S*(G) 8 S*(G) -*• S*(G « G) and the map induced by the product 
G < G + G . Then
HCn(S*(G)) *  Hj(LBG) .
The Novikov Conjecture
The Novikov conjecture can be reformulated in  terms of cyclic 
homology: the proof of the conjecture would then fo llow from as yet 
unproved properties of cyclic homology.
F irs t we state the Novikov conjecture:
Given M a smooth closed oriented manifold of dimension 4k , we can 
define its  signature to be the signature of the symmetric b ilin e a r 
form B on rationa l cohomology given by B(a,8) = <auB.[M]> . This
signature is  the ana ly tica l index of the signature operator on M 
The topological index can be expressed as <L(M),fM]> , where L(M)
13 -
is  the to ta l L-genus of M , a homogeneous polynomial in degree 4k
A i
in  indeterminates Pj c H J (M:Q) .
Let G = it^M) , le t  f:M ->• BG be the c lass ify ing  map o f the 
universal covering of M , then the Novikov conjecture states that 
fo r a l l a e H*(BG:J!) , <L(M) u f*(a),[M]> is  an in va rian t of
oriented homotopy type.
A chern character may also be defined in  homology,
ch : K*(X) - H*(X:Q) [33. Recall tha t DjJ defines a class
[Djjj] £ Kq(X) . Kasparov shows, using the index theorem, that
ch[D„] is  the Poincare dual o f the L-genus, which is w ritten  
n
PL(M) [22, §93. The higher signature is  <L(M) u f*(a),[M]>
= <f*(a), L(M) n [MD> = <f*(a), PL(M)> = <a,f*DL(M)> , so the
Novikov conjecture is  implied by the homotopy invariance of f*(DL(M)) 
Then, since the chern character is  a ra tiona l isomorphism, f*(PL(M)) 
is  homotopy inva rian t i f  and only i f  f*[D^] is  homotopy in va rian t in 
Kq(BG) B (5 .
★
Kasparov then constructs a map b :Kq(BG) -»• Kg(Cr (G)) , where 
* ★
Cp(G) is  the reduced C algebra of the group G [defined in  [24], 
Chapter 7], and shows that ef*[D^3 is  homotopy in va rian t. Thus 
the conjecture is  implied by the ra tiona l in je c t iv i t y  of s •
For an appropriate d e f in it io n  of the continuous cyclic cohomology
between KQ(B) and HC*(B) tlO , Chapter 2]. Thus fo r x eHC (Cr G) , 
★
we have a map Kg(Cr (G)) -*■ I  given by x -*■ <x , t > . The map
y -*• <ey,T> from KQ(BG) to I  then factors through H*(BG:C) ,
by the Chern character. The map H*(BG:C) -<• ff is  given by pairing
★
with an element ex e H (BG:I) . Thus i t  seems reasonable to look for 
an e x p lic it  map 8 : HC*(C*G) -*■ H*(BG:(I) , such th a t the following 
diagram commutes:
Kq(BG) ---*--- > Kq(C*G)
ch + + <»x>
H*(BG:C) ------ > C
< , 0T>
of a Banach algebra B , w ritten  HC (B) , there is  a pairing
The Novikov conjecture would then by implied by the s u r je c t iv ity  of e
between KQ(B) and HC*(B) [10, Chapter 2]. Thus fo r xeHC*(C*G) , 
★
we have a map Kg(Cr (G)) -*• I  given by x -*■ <x,x> . The map
y -*■ <By,T> from Kg(BG) to C then factors through H*(BG:t) ,
by the Chern character. The map H*(BG:C) -*■ C is  given by pairing
with an element ex £ H*(BG:I) . Thus i t  seems reasonable to look for
★ ★ ★
an e xp lic it map e : HC (Cr G) H (BG:I) , such tha t the following 
diagram commutes:
Kq(BG) -- £--- > Kq(C*G)
ch + + <,x>
H*(BG:C) ------ > I
< ,0x>
of a Banach algebra B , w ritten  HC (B) , there is  a pairing
The Novikov conjecture would then by implied by the s u r je c t iv ity  of 0
15 -
§1. D e fin it io n s .
Cyclic homology and cohomology were o r ig in a lly  defined fo r algebras 
[7,81. However they can be defined fo r a wider class of objects, and 
since we w il l  need to use examples which are not algebras, we w i l l  give 
the most general form of the de fin itio n  [9],
We need f i r s t  to describe Connes' category A , which is  an extension 
of the s im p lic ia l category A . The objects of A are the same as those
of A , namely ordered sets n^ = {0,1 ,__  n} , but the morphisms are
generated by order preserving maps and cyc lic  permutations. More precisely, 
A(rnm) = A(£,m) * K(nJ , where K(ji) is  the group of cyc lic  permutations 
of n^ , and the composition law is  given by the ru les fo r composition of 
generators given below.
The morphisms o f A are generated by
a) the face maps 6^  e A (n-1, n) , 0 s i s n , 6^  the order 
preserving in jec tion  whose image does not contain i .
b) the degeneracy maps e A (n+1, n) , 0 s i s n , the order
preserving surjection such that both o.(i) = i and o/i+1) = i
c) the cyclic permutation xn e A (£,nj , r n( i)  * i* l » modulo n+1 .
The morphisms sa tis fy  the usual cosimplicial re la tions [17, §1] 
together with the fo llow ing cyc lic  re la tions:
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( i) Tn 6i = 6i- l Tn-1
1 s i ^ n
T 6 - =n 0 n
( i i  ) Tn °1 = ° i- l Tn+1
1 s i <, n
2
Tn °0 "  °n Tn+1
A cyclic object in  a category C is  a contravariant functor A C , 
and a cocyclic object is  a covariant functor A -*• C . Cyclic homology 
is  defined fo r a ll cyc lic  F-modules, cyc lic  cohomology fo r a l l cocyclic 
F-modules. Since we shall use the composition ru les fo r the structure 
maps in calculations, we w il l  give e x p lic it ly  the d e fin it io n  of a cyc lic  
F-module.
A cyclic F-module E consists of a sequence E(n) o f F-modules, 
and structure maps di : E(n) -<■ E(n-l) , s.. : E(n) ■* E(n+1 ) , 
t  : E(n) E(n) induced by the cyc lic  morphisms. These sa tis fy  the 
follow ing ru les fo r composition:
(1 ) d i
d.
J = dj - l  d i
i < j
( 2 ) s i Sj = s j + l  s i
i s j
(3 ) d i Sj = s j - l  d i
i < j
= 1 i = j
= s j  di - l i > j
i = j+1
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di *n 1
C
4->II Q. 1 1 s i s n
d0 *n = dn
si *n = t n+l si- l
1 s i s n
s0 t n = t n+l sn
(6) t^+1 = 1 .
We give two important examples:
Example 1(a)
An associative algebra A with un it over a f ie ld  F gives a 
cyc lic  F-module A^ , where A^n) is  the ite ra ted  tensor product 
A®(n+^) , and the structure maps are given by
di ( a0 « • • •«  an) = a0 » • • • “ ai ai+ i * •••*  an
dn(a0 “ • • • 8 an) = ana0 8 al “ an-l
s .(a0 8 ...B  an) = aQ B...B 3j B 1 B aj+1 . . .  B an
t n(ao B...B  an) = an fl a0 fl . .. B a ^  .
Example 1 (b)
An example o f a cyclic F-module which is  not obtained from an
18 -
algebra is  Cn , defined as follows. Cn(n) = FA(m,n) , the free 
F-module generated by A(m,ii) , with the s tructu re naps acting by 
composition on the le f t .
A cocyclic F-module P consists of a sequence P(n) of F- 
modules, and structure maps 6^  : P(n) -♦ P(n+1) , : P(n) -*• P(n-l) ,
r n : P(n) -*■ P(n) , induced by the cyclic morphisms. These s a tis fy  
the usual cosimplic ia l re la tions and the cyc lic  re la tions ( i )  - ( i i i )  
given e a r l ie r.
The cyc lic  homology HC*(E) of a cyc lic  F-module E is  defined 
to be the homology of a double complex C*(E) , defined as follows 
[23]. F irs t we define the maps
b:E(n) - E(n-l)
i =0
N:E(n) - E(n)
D:E(n) - E(n) o = i -  (-1 )nt n
B:E(n) - E(n+1)
These sa tis fy  the re la tions b  ^ = 0 , B^  = 0 , bB = -Bb [23,
1.3 and 1.4]. Then the complex C*(E) is
19 -
b +
E(2) <■ E(0)
E(l) <— g--  E(0)
b +
E(0)
Observe that b is  the usual s im p lic ia l or Hochschild boundary.
w i l l  be called the Hochschild complex and w ritten  E* : its  homology 
w il l  be called the Hochschild homology and w ritten  HH*(E) .
This complex can be s im p lified  by replacing each column by its
normalisation, that is ,  by d iv id ing out by the degenerate subcomplex
D* , where D(n) c E(n) is  spanned by the image of E(n-l) under the
degeneracy maps. Since B(D(n)) c D(n+1) , B induces a map on the
normalised complex, given by t n+lsnN . The map induced by b is 
n
E (-1)'d. as before. Since the degenerate subcomplex is  acyc lic , the 
i =0 1
quotient map from the double complex to its  normalisation induces an
By analogy with the case E = , the complex
. — > E(n+1) — > E(n) E(n-l) — > ..
isomorphism in homology.
The complex C*(E) can i t s e l f  be thought o f as a s im p lif ica tion  
of a double complex D*(E) a ris ing  from work of Connes giving an 
invarian t description of cyc lic  homology and cohomology T91. We 
define the map
b' : E(n) - E(n-l) , b' = z (- l) 'd . .
i =0 1
Then the complex D*(E) is
b+ -b'4 b+
E(2) <— 5-- E(2) <— - -  E(2) <—
b+ -b'+ b+
E( 1 ) <— - -  E(1 ) <— - -  E( 1 ) <—
b+ -b'l b+
E(0) <— -- E(0) <— -^ -- E(0) <—
The s im p lifica tion  arises because the a lte rna te  columns are 
acyclic. A chain homotopy h between the id e n tity  map and the zero 
map, that is ,  sa tis fy ing  (-b’ )h + h(-b') = 1 , is given by 
h = -tn+-|Sn : E(n) E(n+1) . Thus e lim inating  these columns gives 
a complex w ith the same homology, and th is  complex is  C*(E) [23,
Proposition 1.5].
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Given an algebra H without un it, i t  does not give a cyclic 
F-module since there is  no action of the degeneracy maps on A®n+  ^ . 
However, since the complex D*(E) does not involve degeneracies, 
such a double complex may be defined fo r A , to give HC*(A)
An a lte rn a tive  d e fin itio n  is  given by adjoining a u n it to A to 
obtain an algebra A+ . The reduced cyc lic  homology of a cyclic 
F-module is  defined to be the homology of the complex which is  obtained 
from the normalised complex of C*(E) by replacing E(0) w ith E(0)/F 
We can then define HC*(A) to be the reduced cyc lic  homology of A+ , 
HC*(A+) • Loday and Quillen prove that the two de fin itions  agree 
[23, Proposition 4.21.
The f i r s t  column of C*(E) is  a subcomplex E* of the double 
complex. The quotient of C*(E) by E* is equal to the complex 
C*(E) i t s e lf ,  a fte r a degree s h if t of -2 ; we w rite  C*(E)[-2]
fo r the complex such tha t (C*(E)[-2])n = Cn_2 (E) • We then have an
exact sequence of chain complexes
0 - E* - C*(E) - C*(E)[-2] - 0 
giving rise  to a long exact sequence in homology,
. . .  HHn(E) -L>  HCn(E) -i-> HCn_2(E) -§-> HHn_] (E) .. .
22
Note tha t th is  sequence includes a p e riod ic ity  operator 
S : HCn(E) -*• HCn_2(E) » which is  given a t the chain leve l by 
moving a chain d iagonally one column to the le f t  and one row down.
The cyclic cohomology of a cocyclic F-module G is  s im ila r ly
★
given as the homology o f a double chain complex C (G) . This complex 
is
bt 
G(2) 
bt 
6(1) 
bt 
6(0)
where b : G(n) -*• G(n+1) , b = z (- l)1«.
i =0 1
2
B : G(n) - G(n-1) , B = (l+(-l )n_1 tn-1.. .(-1 )(n_1} )
(an. i Tn )(1-(-1) \ )
★
the Hochschild cochain complex G is
.. - G(n-l) — > G(n) — > G(n+1) — > ---
bt bt
■> G(1) — --- > G(0)
bt
•> G(0)
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Note that th is  sequence includes a pe riod ic ity  operator 
S : HCn(E) -*• HCn_2(E) , which is  given a t the chain leve l by 
moving a chain diagonally one column to the le f t  and one row down.
The cyclic cohomology of a cocyclic F-module G is  s im ila r ly
★
given as the homology of a double chain complex C (G) . This complex 
is
b +
G(2)
B
G(1)
B •> G(0)■>
G(1) — 2-- > G(0)
b+
G( 0)
" i
where b : G(n) -*■ G(n+1) , b = z (-1)16^
i =0 1
B : G(n) - G(n-1) , B = (1+ (- l)n_1t
★
the Hochschild cochain complex G is
- G(n-l) — > G(n) — > G(n+1) — > ..
- 23 -
* *
G is  a quo tien t complex of C (G) . There is  a short exact
sequence of cochain complexes
0 - C*(G)[-2 ] - C*(G) -*■ G* -*• 0
which gives a long exact sequence in homology
.. .  - HCn‘ 2(G) — > HCn(G) — > HHn(G) — > HCn_1(G) - . . .
Here we have a pe riod ic ity  operator S : HCn(G) -*■ HCn+2(G) , which 
is given a t the cochain level by moving a cochain diagonally one column
to the r ig h t and one row up.
★
Thus HC (A) is  a module over the polynomial ring F[e] ,
where e acts by the pe riod ic ity  operator and has degree 2 . As
explained in  the Introduction, i t  is  appropriate to regard F[e] as
the natural coeffic ien ts , and to look fo r the F[e>module structure
★
at the chain le ve l. This is  given by expressing C (G) as the graded
* n
tensor product G ip  FCe] : so an element of C (G) is  a sum
z 9n_2i * 91 • where 9n_2-j £ 6(n—21) . The boundary is  b + Be ; 
that is .
(b + Be)(g i  en) = bg 0 en + Bg fi en+1
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We now wish to define a homology theory HC*( ) , which w i l l  
be dual to cyclic homology over FTel . Let D be the graded 
integra l domain F[e 3 , where here e has degree -2 . Define the 
tensor product 8 of graded F-modules L and M by using the
d irect product ra ther than the d irec t sum,
Then fo r a cyc lic  F-module E , define HC*(E) to be the homology 
of the complex C*(E) = E* Bp D , with boundary b + Be . Thus an
and we obtain the cyclic homology complex as defined before, w ith  the 
action of e inducing the pe riod ic ity  operator.
Define the homology theories HC*(E) = H*(C*(E)) , HC*(E) = H*(C(E))
Then the short exact sequence of chain complexes
n
i+j=n
L. B M. . 
l J
element of Cn(E) is  a formal power series z e ^  8 0
i
where
en+2i £ E<n+2i) •
Let K be the graded f ie ld  of fractions of D , F[e,e , 
and set C*(E) = (E* flp K , b + Be) .
F in a lly , set C*(E) = ---
eC*(E)
C*(E)
, C*(E) = E* 8 FCe.e'1] ,
©FCftl
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0 - 0C~(E) - C*(E) - C*(E)/eCX(E) - 0
induces a long exact sequence of homology theories
••• HC-+2(E) -v HCn(E) - HCn(E) -?-> HC~+1(E) - .. .
This can be related to the exact sequences invo lv ing  Hochschild 
homology by means of a braid:
We can also express the other theories e x p l ic i t ly  in terms of
HC* . Given a D-module M , le t  9 be the lo ca lisa tio n  a t the
2
m u lt ip lic a tive  subset {1,6,9 , .. > .
Lenina 1.1.
(a) C*(E) = 9-1c;(E)
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(b) HC*(E) = e’ 1 H Q E ) .
Proof
(b) follows since taking homology commutes w ith loca lisa tion . □ 
Lemma 1.2 .
(a) C*(E) = Q E )  8d K/eD
(b) There is  a natural short exact sequence
0 - [HQE) 8d K/eDln HCn(E) - [TorD(HC*(E) ,K/eD) - 0 .
Proof
(a) K/eD is  generated over F by {e n, n a 0} , and the
isomorphism is given on the generators by
( z a. B e ')  8 e’ n ■* l  a. 8 e’ " 0 .
Osi«» Osisn
(b) This then follows by standard homological algebra, since D
is ifruicjid ideal domain [26, Theorem 5.2.8. p.222]. □
Lenina 1.3.
Let E be a cocyclic F-module, E the dual cyclic F-module.
27
(a) C;(E) = Horn^C (E),D)
(b) There is  a natural short exact sequence
0 - [ExtD(HC*(E),D)ln+1 -v HC~(E) + [HomD(HC*( E) ,D) ]n - 0 .
Proof
I f  A and B are graded D-modules, HomJJ(A.B) consists of 
fam ilies of homomorphisms Am -«• Bm_n . We have
Homp[0] (E 0 FCel, F[el) = Horry(E ,F[0 ])
An element of Homp(E ,F[e]) consists of a fam ily of homomorphi sms 
fm : Em - F[elm' n ; then f™ is  only non zero i f  m-n is  even, 
le t  m-n = 2p . Let g^ be the element of Effl given by the map 
Em ■+ F . Then the fam ily is equivalent to the power series 
I  92p+n ® e'3 • Then taking e to have degree -2 , th is  is  an element
of (E a FC0 ])n = (c;(E))n
(b) fo llows by standard homological algebra [26, Theorem 5.5.3,
p.243]. □
(a) C” (E) = Horn^C (E),D)
(b) There is  a natural short exact sequence
0 - [ExtD(HC*(E),D)]n+1 - HC~(E) - [HomD(HC*(E),D)]R - 0 .
Proof
I f  A and B are graded D-modules, Hom^A.B) consists of 
fam ilies of homomorphisms Am -*• Bm_n . We have
H°mFr0 1 (E 8 F[01, F[6]) * Hony ( E
An element of Homp(E ,F[e]) consists of a fam ily of homomorphisms 
f"1 : Em -*■ F[e]m"n ; then fm is  only non zero i f  m-n is  even, 
le t m-n = 2p . Let g^ be the element of Em given by the map 
E1™ -<■ F . Then the fam ily is equivalent to the power series 
E ^2p+n 8 eP ‘ Then taking e to have degree -2 , th is  is  an element
Of (E a F[e])n = (C .(E))n
(b) follows by standard homological algebra [26, Theorem 5.5.3,
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We have discussed the structure of HC*(E) as a D-module:
★
as the F-dual of the D-module HC (E) , i t  also has a comodule
★
structure over the coalgebra D . We shall now give the d e fin itio n
★
of these terms, from [14]. We w il l  rename the coalgebra D as G , 
fo r c la r it y .
A coalgebra r  over the ring F consists o f an F-module r , 
together w ith a pa ir o f morphisms e :r  -*• F , 5 :r  + r Op r  , such
tha t the fo llow ing equations hold:
(a) (e a l r )6 = l r  = ( l r d e )6
(b) (6 a ir)6 = (ir a 6)6
A r -comodule A is  an F-module with a structure morphism 
V : A + A Bp r sa tis fy ing  the follow ing:
(a) ( iA a e)v = i A
(b) (v a i p)v = ( i A a 6)v
The dual of F[e] has a coalgebra structure given as follows:
I t  is generated as an F-module by ^  » and the morphisms e
and 6 are given by
00
e ( i=o V i )  = a°
i
4(^4 ) = T Y* J a Y . .
1 j=0  1 J J
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Then C*(E) = E* Bp G is a6-comodule, w ith structure morphisms 
v = 1P 0 $  .
Any G-comodule A is  also a D-module, with an action defined
k
as follows. Given m e A , le t  v(m) = r  S m i  y, . Then using
k K
condition (b) , (V 0 lg )v = (1^ 0 6)v , we obtain Si (Skm) = Si+ k (m)
Thus e^m) = s’m is  a well defined action of D . On C*(E) , 
i
since v(a. 0 y .) = z a. 0 y. . 0 y . , the e-action is given by
'  '  j  = Q ' '  “  J  J
eJ(a 8 ) = a 0 y^_j • This agrees w ith the D-module structure
already obtained by iden tify ing  C*(E) w ith E* 0 3—’— 1
eF[e]
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|2. Products
Given two cyc lic  F-modules P and Q , we define th e ir  product 
P x Q by (P x Q)(n) = P(n) 8p Q(n) , with the structure maps acting 
diagonally. Our aim is then to define a product HC*(P) 8D HC~(Q) -*■ 
HC*(P x Q) , by constructing a D-module chain map, 
f  : C*(P) 8d C*(Q) -*• C*(P x Q) . The same methods enable us to 
construct a D-module chain map g : C*(P x Q) -*■ C*(P) 8^ C*(Q)
This gives, by d u a lity , a product in  cyc lic  cohomology,
HC*(P) 8D HC*(Q) - HC*(P x q ) .
The method used is  a version of the acyclic models method; we 
show that i t  is s u ff ic ie n t to construct a product on certa in "universal 
examples" or models. When th is  method is  used to construct products in  
s im p lic ia l homology, simplices are the models used; here we use the 
cyc lic  objects Cn , where Cn(m) = FA(in,n) [Example 1.1]. We w il l 
re fe r to Cn as the models fo r cyc lic  homology. These have the 
appropriate universal property.
Lemma 2 .1 .
Let P be a cyc lic  F-module, x an element of P(n) , then 
there exists a unique map of cyclic F-modules <>x : Cn P such that
* , ( in) = x , where i is  the id e n tity  morphism in  Cn(n) .
A n  n
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Proof
Given y e A(n,m) , le t  $x (y) = y*x . where y* is  the 
map P(n) -*• P(m) induced by the cyclic morphism y . Then extend 
throughout FA(n,m) by l in e a r it y .  □
Given Lemma 2.1, once we have defined f ( i n 8 i m) fo r i n £ Cn(n) , 
i e Cm(m) , n a tu ra lity  forces the d e fin it io n  of f  on a general 
element : fo r x c P(n) , y e Q(m) , define f(x  SI y) = (*x0$y ) f ( i n0 im)
In order to make i t  c lea r which of the complexes is being considered, 
we w i l l  w rite  elements o f (P * Q)(n) , ly ing  in  C*(P « Q) , in  the 
form (xn,yn) , while w r it in g  elements of P (r) B Q(s) , ly ing  in  
C~(P) Bq C*(Q) , in  the usual form xf  I  y $ .
In the remainder of th is  chapter, we sha ll construct a D-module
chain map f  : C*(P) flD C‘ (Q) -* C*(P * Q) . Since i t  is  a D-module
map, i t  may be w ritten  z f. ek , where f n is  a degree-preserving
k K
chain map P* 0 Q* •* (P » Q)* . Then, since the Hochschild complex is 
a quotient of the cyc lic  homology chain complex, P* B Q* is  a quotient 
of C*(P) i D C*(Q) , and (P * Q)* is  a quotient of C*(P * Q) .
The map f  w i l l  f i t  in to  the following commutative diagram:
C*(P) 0D C~(Q) - 1 -- > Q P  * Q)
f 0 +
—— > (P x Q)*p* 0 Q*
We w i l l  re fe r to f  as a coextension of fg .
We w il l  prove the follow ing:
Theorem A
Given any natural chain equivalence fg : Pt  8 Q* + (P * Q)* «
such that in  degree 0 , fg(Xg 8 yQ) = ’ there is  a coextension
to a natural D-module chain map f  : C*(P) 8g C*(Q) -*• C*(P * Q) .
Theorem B
Given any natural chain equivalence gg : (P » Q)* + Pt  8 Qt  , 
such tha t in  degree 0 , 9o(xo,yo  ^ = x0 y0 ’ tflere is  a coextension 
to a natural D-module chain map g : C*(P « Q) -*• C*(P) 8g C*(Q)
Theorem C
( i)  The natural D-module chain map f  , with the conditions on 
fg given in Theorem A, is  a chain equivalence.
( i i )  The natural D-module chain map g , with the conditions on 
gg given in  Theorem B, is  a chain equivalence.
Theorem D
( i)  The natural chain equivalence f  , with the conditions on
fg given in  Theorem A, is  unique up to chain homotopy.
( i i )  The natural chain equivalence g , with the conditions on 
given in  Theorem B, is  unique up to chain homotopy.
Theorem E
( i)  The product in  cyc lic  homology induced by f  is associative 
and graded commutative.
( i i )  The product in  cyc lic  cohomology induced by g is 
associative and graded commutative.
F irs t we need to calculate the homology of the models, which are 
in  fact not acyclic: th is  means tha t the acyclic models method w i l l  
be supplemented by d irec t ca lcu lation in  the low degrees where the 
homology is  non zero.
Lemma 2.2.
(a) The Hochschild homology of the models i& given by
HH (Ck ) = F i f  n = 0 or 1 
n '
= 0 otherwise
(b) HC~(Ck) = F i f  n = 1
0 otherwise.
Proof
(a) Define the cyc lic  sets Am by Am(n) = A(n,m) ; then Cm is 
the free cyc lic  F-module generated by th is  cyc lic  set. Since any 
cyc lic  set is a f o r t io r i  a s im p lic ia l set, i t  has a geometrical
k
rea lisa tio n . The Hochschild homology of C w i l l  then be given by 
the s im p lic ia l homology of the rea lis a tio n ,
|xk | = U  xk(n) *
n (x,e*y) = (e*x,y)
where e* is  a map induced by any s im p lic ia l morphism. We w il l  show 
k l k
that |A | is  homeomorphic to S « A . This is proved in  [121; we 
follow the proof given in  [171.
F irs t we observe tha t the s im p lic ia l set A is generated using 
the operations d. , s. and t  on the id en tity  map i. in  A (k) ,
1 J  CJ K
where these operations sa tis fy  the usual cyc lic  re lations.
k
We then construct a s im p lic ia l set ï. , by giving a triangu la tion
if k
of ]R x a . Let ( v .) ._ n . be the vertices of A . Let the
vertices of the triangu la tion  be ( i , v r ) , where i is an integer.
The vertices are given an ordering by ( i , v r ) < ( j , v s ) i f  e ith e r
i < j  , or i = j  and r  < s . The q-simplices of the tr iangu la tio n
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( i . v  ) , ( i , v  ) . . .  ( i , v  ) ,  ( i + l , v  ) . . .  ( i  +  1, v )
r s r s + l  r q 0 r s - l
where rg < r j  . . .  < r  , or of the type
( i . v  ) , ( i . v  ) . .  ( i , v  ) , (1+1,v ) . . .  ( i+1 , v )
r s r s+l r q-l r 0 r s
where r Q < r } .. < r q-1 .
Then Ek is the s im p lic ia l set generated by th is  triangu la tion  
of IR x Ak .
k
We define an operation Bq on the q simplices of £ as 
follows. I f  the la s t vertex of o is  ( i , v m) , then the vertices 
of Bo are the same as those of o , except that ( i , v  ) is
q
replaced by (1-1,v ) , which then becomes the f i r s t  vertex of 8qo . 
I t  can be checked tha t 8q sa tis fies
( i)
s i eq = Bq+1 Si-1 
S0 Sq = Bq+1 Sq
( i i )
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where cL and are the usual face and degeneracy operations.
That is ,  Bq sa tis f ie s  a l l  of the usual c yc lic  re la tions except
Now note tha t any (k+1) simplex of £ can be expressed as 
3k+l sj  ’ k ’ 'k
i . k
s . l. • where i. = {0} x a , and th a t every simplex in  the
triangu la tion  is  a face of such a simplex. Thus the s im p lic ia l set 
((
z is  generated using the operations d., s. and 8 on the simplex
 ^ J Q
i. , where d. ,s. and 6 sa tis fy  a l l  the cyclic re la tions  except 
K i j  q
> V ' - ' ■
Thus Ak is  obtained from £k by id en tify ing  B^+1 and 1 .
Since 8q+  ^ translates a q-simplex by -1 , |xk | is  obtained from 
k k
|£ | = IR x a by iden tify ing  any two points whose F coordinates
k l k
d if fe r  by an in teger. Thus |x | is homeomorphic to S x a .
k
Note that the non-degenerate (k+1) simplices of |e | are 
i k+1
{8k + lV k  8k+ lsk+ l- ii k * • ”  6k+l so V  * corresponding in  
k k+1
|A I to { t ^ s ^  , . . .  , • the non-degenerate terms
which occur in  the operator B.
e.g. k = 2
r-
<
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The proof of part (b) is  obtained by substitu ting  th is  re su lt
k
fo r HH„(C ) in  the long exact sequence re la tin g  HC* and HH* . □
We now prove the existence of the chain map.
Lemma 2.3 .
There ex is ts  a natural D-module chain map 
f  : C*(Ck ) C*(C2) C*(Ck x C*) which coextends the s im p lic ia l 
shuffle product.
Proof
We sha ll re fe r to the boundary in  both complexes as b + Be 
The complex C*(Ck ) BQ C*(C*) is  na tu ra lly  isomorphic to Ck B C* B D 
C*(C x c ) is  isomorphic to (C x C )* fl D . We are constructing a 
D-module map, so we w rite  f  = E f k e , where f k is  a map
C* 8p C* -*• (Ck x C4)* which raises degree by 2k . Since the shuffle  
product descends to the normalised complexes, we w il l  work with these 
for convenience.
In order fo r f  to be a chain map we require
(b + eB) (e f kek )(xfly) = ( e f kek )(b + Be)(xfly) .
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Equating coeffic ients o f 0 , th is  becomes
W  b fk = f kb - Bfk-1 + V i  B
where f_^ is  taken to be 0 . We use ( i)  to define f k (x 8 y)
induc tive ly , as follows. Assume by the inductive hypothesis tha t
f j  is  defined fo r a l l  i  < k . We construct f k (x 0 y) by induction
on the degree of x 8 y . By n a tu ra lity , i t  is  su ffic ie n t to construct
f. on the terms i 0 i . We assume f. is defined fo r a l l  elementsK n m k
of degree < q , and wish to define ( i n 0 i m) where n+m = q .
The chain Z = ( f kb - Bfk_^  + f k l B)(1 II i  ) is  then well-defined 
We check, using equation ( i )  and the re la tio n  bB = -Bb , tha t bZ = 0
bZ = C(bfk)b + B(bfk_1) + (b fk_1)B](in®im)
"  [(f kb-Bfk- l+fk- lB)b + B( f k- lb-Bfk-2+fk-2B)
+ ( f k- lb-Bfk-2+fk-2B)B](1'nf lim)
= [-Bfk-lb-f k-lbB+Bfk- lb+Bfk-2B+fk- lbB-Bfk-2B]( i nf lim)
= 0 .
The Hochschild homology of (Cn « Cm) is  obtained from the Kunneth
1/
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theorem fo r s im p lic ia l complexes, and Lemma 2.2.
HHk (Cn x Cm) = F i f  k = 0,2
= F » F i f  k = 1 
= 0 otherwise.
Thus, since the degree of Z = (n+m) + 2k - 1 , we have, since bZ = 0 ,
W such that Z = bW , provided tha t (n+m) + 2k -1 > 2 , and we can 
then define f k( i B i ) = W . The cases where n + m + 2 k - l s 2  must 
be dealt with d ire c t ly . Since we have already chosen f^ satisfy ing 
( i ) ,  th is  leaves the construction of f^ on elements of degree 0 or 1 .
(a) f ] ( i q fi i Q) : This must sa tis fy
bf 1 ( 10 8 = (-Bfo + f oB^ ’o 8
= '  ^t i so^o, t i so’ o^  + ^ i so^o,so’ o^  + ^so’o, t i so'i o^
This expression contains a l l  three non-degenerate 1-simplices in
i,0 Oi C1 c 1
IA x x I = S x S :
' i r- * (kiWi.-W*-)
1J
I - 40 -
We see th a t e ith e r of the non-degenerate 2-simplices,
( t2Sl s0i 0*t l s1s0i 0  ^ and ( t 2sl s0i 0, t2sl s0i0) is a Possible
2
choice fo r f ( i Q B i Q) . We choose f -, ( i Q B i Q) = ( t 2s1 sQi Q. t 2s]sQi 0) . 
(b) f i ( i q B i^ )  : This must sa tis fy
b f , ( i Q®i]) = (-Bfn + f nB + f 1b) ( i n8 i1)
= f ( s i s o i O’ t 2 S l i l ^ “ ^s 1 s Oi O, t 2 SOi l ^ + ^t 2 S l S0 i 0 ’ S0 i 1 ^
" ( t 2Sl S0i 0,Sl i T ^"^t2sl S0i 0, t 2Sl i l  ^+ ^ t2Sl S010, t2S011^  
+ t^ 2Sl S0i 0,t2Sl S0d01l^ t^2Sl S0i 0*t2Sl S0dl 11 ^3 *
Consider the non-degenerate 3-simplices in  |a^xx |^ = x x .
Note th a t the pa ir of terms coming from Bf^ have a common boundary, 
as do the p a ir from f 0(B io 8 1 j) • and the Pa ir  from f o^O 8 B ii)  » 
and that these three "squares" form an open prism whose boundary is 
f ^ ( iQ B b i.j) , That is , w rit in g  t^ fo r ^2S1S0^0 * the above
expression consists of the follow ing simplices:
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c11 t<
UA t  
( i, (
O ^ v U ^
0 , * iN * * )  *
c i , t,s.<i*-ii)
,3
Cfc*,tS*.s.4*>«'> '*-v
■«Vi
w*«;
i a . t i s * i* » )  ' x
r v}^
Thusthe terms of ( fQB - BfQ + f 1b) ( i Q a i^ )  form the boundary 
of a so lid  prism, and give its  decomposition in to  three 3-simplices:
^t 3s2sl s0i 0’ t 3sl s0i l^ H ) - ( t 2 , t 2sQi 1)
+ ( t2 » so ’ l ) "  ^t 2 , t 2s l s0d l * 1 ^
( t 3s2sl s0i 0, t 3S2S0i l^ > ( t 2’ t 2Sl 1l^ '^ t 2 , t2S01l^
+ (^2’^2S0^1^ ” 2 ’ 1 1
^t 3s2sl s0i 0*t 3s2sl i l^ b> (1»t2sl i l ) * ^ t 2 , t 2sl 1l^
+ ( t2 ,t|s1sQd0i 1) - ( t ^ t g S j i j )
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so f 1^0  8 M  = ( t 3S2Sl S0i 0, t 3Sl SO1l^ + ^t 3S2Sl S0i 0 , t 3S2S01l ^
+ ( t 3s2sl sOi O, t 3S2Sl i 1^  *
(c) 8 i 0) : This must s a tis fy
bf l ( i i®i0) = ( f 0B ‘  Bf0 + f l b ) ( i l 8 i0)
= ^  b2Sl  ^  1 ^2S0  ^1 ’^ + s^0^  1
+ ( t 2soi l ’ t 2^  + ^t 2Sl SOdOi l
This is the boundary of a prism in |x^  « xB| 
into three 3-simplices, whose boundaries are:
2
»t2 )-(si i i . t2 )- ( tgS  ^i ^ »t2 ) 
t ^ )  " (^2S1 s0*^ l ^  1 ’ b2 ^
, with a decomposition
 ^t 3sl s011 * 
( t 3s2s0i l ’
( t 3s2sl i r  
So we have
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Collecting the formulae together, and applying them to a rb it ra ry  
zero and one dimensional classes, we have
f l^ x0 * V  = ( t 2sl s0x0’ t 2sl s0y 0^
f 1(x0 y l^ = ’ ^t 3S2Sl S0x0, t 3Sl S0y l  ^ + ^t 3S2Sl S0X0 ’ t 3S2SOyi^
+ ( t 3s2s1s0x0 , t 3s2s1y 1)
^1(X1 y 0^ = "^ t 3S2Sl Xl * t 3S2Sl SOyO^  + ^t 3S2S0Xl , t 3S2Sl SOyO^
+  ^t 3Sl S0X1, t 3S2Sl sOy l^
I f  we are working in  the non-normalised complex, B contains 
degenerate terms, and we have to modify the formulae by adding 
degenerate terms, as follows: 
add to f.|(x0ay0) the term (s3SqXq^ s^ q)
add to f-j (x-j8yq) the terms (s2s^x^ »s2 s -js^yq) + ( s^  sqX^,s2s^  q )
+ (s0t 2S0Xl ,SOt2Sl SOyO^
add to f] (xo®y-|) terms (s2s^SQyQ,s2s^y^) + ^
+ ^sOt 2Sl SOxO,sOt 2sOy l^
□
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Lemma 2.4.
Any natural chain equivalence $g : (Ck )* 8 (C*)* -*■ (Ck x c*)*
such that <t’0(xo ® Yq) = (x0 ’y0  ^ ’ can be coextended to a natural 
D-module chain map $ : C*(Ck ) 8g C*(C8') -► C*(Ck x c4) .
Proof
By the same argument by acyclic models as in the previous lemma, 
i t  is su ffic ien t to construct 4>i (x 8 y) , where the degree of x 8 y 
is 0 or 1 . Given any two natural chain equivalences 
f 0*^0 : E* ® G* -*• (E * G)* , where E and G are s im p lic ia l 
F-modules, and fg and <j>g sa tis fy  the given condition, there is a 
chain homotopy h between them, bh + hb = <t>Q - fp - Here fg is 
the shuffle product.
We wish to construct 4>i (Xg 8 yQ) such that
b*l<x0 8 V  = '  % (X0 8 y0} + *0B(X0 8 y0}
= - B (fQ+bh+hb)(x08y0) + ( f 0+bh+hb)B(xQ8y0)
= (-Bf0+f0B)(x08y0) + [bBh-Bhb+bhB-hBb](x08y0)
= bf^(xg8yg) + b(Bh+hB)(Xg8y0) .
So we can take ^(XgByg) = f^XgByg) + (Bh+hB)(Xg8y0) .
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Then on a chain x fit y of degree 1 , we require ^  to sa tis fy  
b4>i (xBy) = (-B*0 + $QB + ^bH xfly )
= [-B(f0+bh+hb) + ( fQ+bh+hb)B + (f^Bh+hBJbDfxfly)
= [(-BfQ+f0B+f^b) + bBh-Bhb+bhB-hBb+Bhb+hBb](xfly)
= Cbf1 + b(Bh+hB)](xfly) .
So we can take $.j(xfly) = (f^ + Bh+ hB)(x f l y ) .  □
We w i l l  consider now the construction of a chain inverse fo r f  .
k
So we construct a natural D-module chain map g:C*(C ><C )
< ( c k ) ad c ;(c£) .
Lemma 2 .5 .
.  k ^
There ex is ts  a natural D-module chain map g:C*(C *C )
— k — o
■* C*(C ) flD C*(C ) which coextends the Alexander-Whitney product.
Proof
1/
Write g = z g e . In order fo r g to be a chain map we require 
k k
( i)  bgk = -Bgk_1 + g ^ B  + gkb .
As in  Lemma 2.3, we construct g by the method of acyclic models.
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We can use equation ( i)  to construct 9k( i n 8 i m) by induction on 
k and on n+m , provided that we can s ta rt the induction by con­
structing g-|( i Q»io) and •
We require:
bgl ( i 0*i 0) = (g0B * Bg0>(i0*i 0)
= + 1o8 t i s o1 o + s o1oflio + 1oa s oi o -1
+ V o 8 i o + i 0 ® t 1 s0 1 0 + i oa s o1o 1
= 0 .
So we can take g ^ ig . ig )  = 0 . 
We require:
bg1( i 1, i 1) = (gnB - Bgn + g ^ K i , , ! -,)0 T T M T ' r
= l d i i i Bt2 so1r i l 8 t l i l + V l 8 l l + t 2S l 1i ad01r dl 1 l 8 s o V l
sot i 1i ado1i " t l 1l fls0d01l ]
-[ t i s0d01i 8 i l +s0d01i a i l +d0i i a t2s01r d01l 8s0t l 1 i + t2s1 1 1Bd1 i ] 
+ s0t l 118dl i 1 + 118 t l sodoi 1J
= b[ i 18 t2s0i 1-t2s1i 18 i1* t1i 18s0t 1i 1 - S Q t^ f l i 1 ] .
2
So we can take g^ i^ .i^ ) =C1^8t2s0i 1 -t2s1 i^8i1-tj i^8s0t^^-Sq^ i 18i 1 ] . □
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There is  an exact analogue of Lemma 2.4; any natural chain 
equivalence Y0:(Ck*C*)* - Ck B C* , such that Y0(Xp,y0) = xQ 8 yQ ,
. I / O
can be coextended to a natural D-module chain nap y:C*(C *C ) -*■
C*(Ck) Bp C*(C*) . As before we take = 9-| + (Bh+hB) to s ta rt 
the induction.
We now wish to show that the maps f  and g are chain equivalences. 
F irs t we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2 .6 .
Let fp be a natural chain equivalence (Ck )* fi (C5)* -*• (Ck x Ce)* 
such tha t fp (x0By0) = (x0,y0) , gQ be a natural chain equivalence 
(CkxCa)* - (Ck ) B (C1)* such tha t g0(Xp,y0) = xQ B yQ . Let f  be
a natural coextension of f Q , g a natural coextension of gQ . Let 
♦ ■ fg - 1 , a natural chain map, \j;:C*(CkxCi ) -*• C*(CkxC*) . Then 
there ex ists a natural D-module chain map J = r j^e  ,
J : C*(CkxC*) -*• C*(CkxCl ) , such that = 0 and J is  chain homo­
topic to ij/
Proof
1/
Write >() = EU'ke ; then »p0 = fpgQ - 1 . By the Eilenberg-
k c, k i,
Z ilbe r theorem, there exists a chain homotopy h:(C xC )* -► (C xC )* 
such that ij(p = f Qgp - 1 = bh + hb .
To construct J , set j Q = 0 , - (Bh+hB) , Jn = ^
fo r a l l n > 1 . Then <i> - J = rC<(-k- jk :ek
= *0 + [<l»i - j  i 29
= bh + hb + (Bh + hB)e
= (b + Be)h + h(b + Be)
= 3h + h3 .
So a chain homotopy between and J is  given by h , where 
h(ek 0 (x ,y ) ) = ek 0 h(x,y) .
In order to prove that J is a chain map, i t  is  su ffic ie n t to
prove that - J is  a chain map, since <1/ is  given to be a chain
map. That is ,  we need to show that 3(ip-J) = ( J )3 . However,
3 ( ip—0) = 3(3h + h3) = 3h3 = (3h + h3)3 = («p-J) 3 . □
The Eilenberg-Zilber theorem can be used again to prove an exact 
analogue of Lemma 2.6. Given g and f  sa tis fy ing  the conditions of 
Lemma 2.6, there is a natural D-module chain map K = Ek..e’ :C*(Ck )0DC*(C£)
~ k — n
■* C*(C ) 0Q C*(C ) , such that kQ = 0 and K is  chain homotopic to 
gf - 1 .
We now prove that these maps are indeed chain equivalences.
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Lenina 2.7.
( i)  Any natural D-module chain nap f:C*(Ck ) C*(C*) -»
C*(C * C ) , which coextends a natural chain equivalence 
f 0 :C* ® "* (C x C )* such tha t ^q(xq ® ^0^ = (xg»yQ) * ^  a
chain equivalence.
_ k o
( i i )  Any natural D-module chain nap g:C*(C x C ) -*■
_ k .  p
C*(C ) C*(C ) , which coextends a natural chain equivalence 
gn :(Ck * C*)* -*■ Ck B C* such tha t g0(x0,y0) = x„ 8 y„ , is  a chain
equivalence.
Proof
Let * = gf - 1 ; by Lenina 2.6, $ is  chain homotopic to $ , 
where = 0 . Let e = fg - 1 ; again, e is  chain homotopic to
X , where xQ = 0 . Thus we wish to construct chain homotopies h 
and j  such tha t 3h + h3 = * , 3j + j3  = x .
k
We w il l  look fo r a map h of the form h(e B x B y) =
” k+i
I  e B h. .(x  B y) ; note tha t we do not require h to be a 
i =0 k *1
D-module map. Equating e-coefficients in the equation 3h + ha = $ , 
we obtain the fo llow ing:
( 1) bhk , j  + hk . j b + Bhk,j-1 + hk + l, j- l B “ *
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We rew rite  th is  as
(2) bh
k , j = - <hk , j b
+ Bh
k ,j- l
+ h
k+1 , j- ll l B)
where hk is  taken to be 0 .
We wish to construct h. .(x 8 y) by induction, using equation 
(2). F irs t, hk 0(xQ 8 yQ) is  defined, then equation (2) can be used 
to construct hk g(x 8 y) by induction on the degree of x 8 y . Next, 
equation (2) is  used to define hk j ( x Q 8 yg) by induction on j  , 
and f in a lly  to define h. .(x 8 y) fo r a l l  x 8 y by induction on
K »  J
the degree of x 8 y , and on j  .
Thus under the inductive hypothesis tha t h. (x 8 y) is
K j x,
defined for a l l  k , fo r a l l t  < j  , and fo r a l l  x 8 y of degree 
< q , the r ig h t hand side of equation (2), Z , is  defined on 
i B > where n + m = o . We now check that th is  is a cycle fo r b.
Applying b, and using the re la tions bB = -Bb and b$j + B<t>j_i =
-.B + *.b , we obtain
J 1 J
b Z = b * j '  (bhk , j> b + B (bhk,j- l>  * <bhk+l, j- l> B
= b<,j + [-*j+hk , j b+Bhk , j- 1+hk+ lf j_iB]b + Br<*'j-rhk „ j- ib-Bhk,j-2
'  hk+ l,j-2B] + C-<*>j-1 +hk+ l, j- lb + Bhk+1,j-2 + hk+2,j-2BlB 
= Cb<j»j-<(.jb+B4.j_1 -♦j_1 B] + Bhk J _1b - - Bhk J . 1b
’ Bhk+1, j-2B + hk+ l,j- lbB + Bhk+1,j-2B
= 0 .
Thus, since bZ = 0 , Z = bW and h. .(x 8 y) = W , provided
K » J
tha t the degree of bh. .(x B y )  is  2 3 . Thus we need to construct 
d ire c t ly  hk Q(x 8 y) , fo r x 8 y o f degree s 2 , and hk ^Xg  8 yQ) 
These must s a tis fy  the equations
( i)  (bhk 0 + hk ob) ( x 9 y) = 0 , where degree (x 8 y) 5 2 .
( i 1) (bhk , l+hk , lb + Bhk,0+hk+l ,0B^ e 8 ^0 8 = 'M 9 8 ’ o 8 ^  ’
Now *1(ek8 i0B i0) lie s  in ek+1 8 [(C°)* 8 (C°)*](2) ; HH2(C°8C°)
is  isomorphic to F , w ith generating cycle Big 8 Big . So
k k+1
4^(e 8 ig  8 ig ) is  a lin e a r combination of e 8 Big 8 Big ,
and a hochschild boundary, which can be dealt w ith in the term
bhk .j(e 6 ig  8 ig ) . Thus i t  is  s u ffic ie n t to construct hk Q
satisfy ing  the fo llow ing equations:
( i)  (bhk,0 + hk,0b)(x 8 >) = 0
If |< +1
( i i i )  (Bhkf0 + \ +1>oB)(6 8W  = 6 8 B i0 8 Big .
A solution fo r th is  is  given by hk Q(ek 8 x 8 y) = kek 8 Bx 8 y .
We check ( i ) ;  le t  a = (-1)de9ree x
(bhk g+h  ^ gb)(ekBx8y) = b(kek8Bx8y) + hk g(ek8bx8y) + aek8x8by)
= kek8bBx8y - akek8Bx8by + kek8BbxBy
+ ake 8BxBby
= 0
We check(i i i ):
<Bhk,o+hk+i,o B><ekflioB io> = kB(ekfiBio8 io)+hk+i,o ( ek+l8Biof lio+ek+l8ioflBio)
= -kek+18Bi08Big + (k+1)ek+1BBigBBig 
= ek+1 8 BigBBig .
We now construct the chain homotopy j  such tha t 3j + ja  = X .
k k+i
Again we look fo r a map of the form j(e  8(x,y)) = l  e 8 j. .(x ,y) .
i =0
The construction by induction goes through as above, again provided tha t 
we can construct j k Q to sa tis fy  the following equations:
( i v ) (b-ik,0 + j k,0b)(ek 8 = 0 » fo r x iy  such that
degree x8y s 2 .
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(v ) (Bjk ,0  + ^k+1 ,OB^ 0k8^1O’ i O^ = 9k 1 8 f o(B lO 8 B i0> ‘
Here fg(B ig 8 B iq) is  the generating cycle fo r the Hochschild 
homology o f (C® x C®) in degree 2 . These equations are sa tis fied  
by se tting  j k o = f 0 bk 0 90 * Then» u s in 9 the equations bfQ = f Qb , 
bgQ = ggb and bhk Q + hk gb = 0 , we check equation ( iv ) :
b( f 0 hk,09C)) + (f 0 hk,090^b = f 0(bhk ,0 )90 + f 0 hk,090b
= -f 0 hk,0b90 + f 0 hk,090b
= -f 0 hk,090b + f 0 hk,090b 
= 0 .
k k
To check (v ), we calculate j k Q(e 8 ( ig . ig ) )  and ^k,0^9 8 ('i -|»i -|))
e x p lic it ly :
Jk , ( / 0k 8 = ke 8 V B i0 8 V
j k,O(0k 8 <1l * 1l ) )  " k0k 8 t f 0(BV l  8 i l ) + f 0(B il 8 dl V 3 
B jk ,o (ek 8 (1o*1o)) = kek+1 8 B ( f0(B i0 8 V *
L . 1 2
= ke 8 (tgS^tgSgJit-iSglg.ig)
Thus
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k+1 2 . 2
= ke B( ( t 2si soi o, t 2sl so’ o )“( t 2sl sOi O, t 2sl sOi O^
= -kek+1 8 f 0(B i0 8 B i0) .
Is 1/ xl
'■k+l.O B^9 8 ( i O»i O>> = j k+ l,0^9 8 (BV B lO>>
= (k+ l)ek+1 8[f0(Bd0B i08Bi0 )+ f0(B2 i 08d1 Bi0)]
= (k+1)ek+1 8 f 0(B i0 8 B iQ)
since do^ lsO =  ^ » so BdoB lO = B lO ’
k k+1
Thus (Bj k io+j k+l ,0B^ 9 8( i 0 , i 0 ^  = 9 8 f 0 (B i08B i0) ’ as re(lu ired-
□
Lemma 2.8 .
_ k — n
Any two natural D-module chain maps from C*(C )8gC*(C ) -»
_ k o
C*(C x c ) , which are coextensions of natural chain equivalences 
satisfy ing  the conditions of Lemma 2.6, d if fe r  by a chain homotopy.
Proof
The proof is  standard, but we give i t  fo r completeness. Given 
two such maps, f  and 41 , we wish to show f  - 4 is  chain homotopic 
to zero. However, i f  k is  the chain homotopy between 4>g - 1 and 0 , 
h the chain homotopy between yf - 1 and 0 , where g is  a chain 
inverse fo r 4>,y a chain inverse fo r f  ,
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f  -  <t = 4>(gf - 1) - ( 3k + k 3) f
= 4>( 3h + h3) - ( 3k + k 3)f 
= 3(<t>h - kf) + (<jih - kf)s
so $h - k f is  the required chain homotopy. □
There is  an obvious analogue of th is  lemma:
Lemma 2.9 .
Any two natural D-module chain maps from C*(C^ * Cf ) to
k 9
C*(C x C ) , which are coextension of natural chain equivalences 
sa tis fy ing  the conditions of Lemma 2.6, d if fe r  by a chain homotopy.
Proof
As fo r Lemma 2.8. □
Coro lla ry 2.10.
The product in  HC*( ) induced by f  is  graded commutative.
Proof
Consider the diagram
c;(p) aD c*(q) - ^ >  c;(p * q)
S+ *T
CX(Q) 8d Ci(P) - t— > Q Q  x P)
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where S(a 8 b) = (- l)de9ree a degree b b B a  ^ T(c,d) = (d,c) .
In order to show tha t the product is  graded commutative up to chain 
homotopy, we need to show that there is a chain homotopy h such 
that T f - fS = 3h + ha . However, Tf - fS = T(f-TfS) , and 
TfS is  an a lte rn a tive  choice of product C*(P) Bp C*(Q) -*• C*(PxQ) , 
so by Lemma 2.8, there is  a chain homotopy j  such tha t 
f  - TfS ■ aj + Ja . Then Tf - fS = a(Tj) + (T j)a  .
Coro lla ry 2.11.
The product induced in  cyc lic  cohomology by g is  graded 
commutative.
Proof
As in Coro llary 2.10, the existence of a chain homotopy k such 
that gT - Sg = 3k + k3 follows from Lemma 2.9. □
Lemma 2.12.
The product f  is  associative.
Proof
To show tha t the product is  associative, we need to construct a 
chain homotopy h such tha t
f(f(xfiy)fiz) - f (x fi f(yB z)) = (3h+h3)(xByflz) .
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k
We w i l l  look fo r a chain homotopy of the form h = Ehke
Is
Substitu ting fo r th is ,  and fo r f  = re f^ , in the equation, and 
w riting  f ..( f^ f il) (xiy8z) fo r f^ ( f j (x8y)8z) , we obtain on 
equating coeffic ien ts , the equation
( i)  bhk = -(hkb+Bhk_ i+hk_iB) + i y k. i ( f i a i)  - ¿ f u l l  •  V  .
We wish to construct hk by induction on k and the degree of 
x B y fl z . Assume ( i )  holds fo r j  < k , and fo r elements of 
degree < m . Let the degree of x 8 y fl z equal m ; then the 
r ig h t hand side of ( i )  is  defined, le t  i t  be called Z . We check 
bZ = 0 :
bZ = -(bhk )b+B(bhk_1)-(bhk_1)B + J(bfk_i ) { f1« l)  - E(bfR_^)(1Bf1)
" [(\ b+Bhk- l+hk- lB - f f k - i( f i 81)b + Efk- i(1Bfi>b3 
+ [B(-hk- lb-Bhk-2*hk-2B + fk- l-1< f i B l> ‘ I f k- l- i(1Bfi ) ]
- [<hk- lb+Bhk-2+hk-2B * 5f k- l- i( f i B1) + ^ k - l- i* 18^
+ f ( f k- ib + V l - i B - Bfk- l- i) ( f i 81)
- ; ( f k.,b  * V i - i B - BV 1- i) (1Bfi )
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= [Bh(<_1b-hk_1bB-Bhk_1b-Bhk_2B + h ^ b B  + Bhk_2B l
+ I f k- ib<f i 81) '  Efk- ib<18fi> + ^ k - i- iB( f i 8l ) - ^ k-1-lB(18fi )
- I f ^ f ^ l j b  + ^ k_ i (18fi )b' Efk-1-l ( f i 81)B + ^^k-i-1 <la f i >B 
= Zfk. i ( b f .« l)  - z f ^ O B b f . )  + r f k. 1. 1(Bf1i l )  - z f ^ O B B f . )
- * V l < f i b81> + - Efk_i _1 (f  1 BBl) - E^k_i _-| (1 ®f-j B) 
= 0 .
Now since we are constructing h in  the model complex C*(C*cxC^xCm) , 
where the columns have Hochschild homology equal to the s im p lic ia l 
homology o f |C^  x x cm| = x x x x x , and are 
thus acyclic in  degrees greater than 3 , the equation bZ = 0 implies 
Z = bW provided tha t the degree of Z is  s t r ic t ly  greater than 3 .
So we need to construct hk d ire c t ly  when k = 0 , and on elements of 
degree 0 and 1 fo r k = 1 . We do so fo r the product constructed 
in Lemma 2.3.
We now show that the shuffle product is  associative at the chain 
le ve l, so we can take hg = 0 . We are considering "shu ffles ", order­
preserving maps n n i|i+ n+m , which are b ijections on 
(n_ -{0}) jl (m -{0}) . Hence fo r a sso c ia tiv ity , i t  is  s u ffic ie n t to
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show tha t a product of shuffles (ji Jt m)_£ £-*- n + m + p re s tric ts  
to a shuffle  m JLR-  m+p , and thus occurs as a product of shuffles 
£ JL (m JL £) -*■ n + m + p .
We now consider the construction of h^  :
(a) h-,( i oa ioa iQ) . Write t°j fo r .. .SqI q . Recall
2
f l ( i 0a i0) = ( V V  • V W  = ( i 0 ‘ i 0) • Then we have
f Q( f i (1oa io) ® "’o  ^ = ( t 2 ’ t 2 ’1  ^
f o ( i 0a f l ( i oa io )> = (1»t 2*t 2)
W W V  0 i 0 ) = ( t 2*t 2*t 2)
f l ( i 0flf0 ( i 0a i0 )) = ( t 2 »t |-t | ) •
So we require
bh1( i 0a i0a i0) = ( t 2 , t ^ i ) - ( i , t 2,t^ )+ ( t2, t 2, t^ )- ( t2,t2 ,t^ )
= b ( - ( t3, t| , t| ) ) .
2 3
Thus we can take h-j(igBigSig) = -( t 3 . t 3 , t 3) .
(b) h-j ( i-jfiiQ8 io ) • Recall f-|(ii®iQ) = -^ 3 S2^111 *^3 ) + ^3^2*0^1 *^3  ^
+ ^t 3S 1 S0i 1 f t 3^  ’ W V  = 1 l 0SOi O - Then we have
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f o ^ O ^ y i V  ~(^3S2S1 ’ 1 *^3*^ ) + (^3s2s011 * 
 ^  ^1 * ^ 3 * 1  ’ ^3*
W W BV  = ” ^t 3S2sl i l , t 3, t 3^+^t 3S2SOi l 
V ^ V V V »  = * ( t 3S2Sl 1l , t 3’ t 3 ^ t 3S2S0i l
t3*1)+(t3s i s01l * t3*1  ^
t3^"^s1so'*l , t 3, t 3^  
, t3, t 3)+( t3Sl S0i l , t 3, t3)
’ t 3 ’ t 3 ) + ( t 3Sl S011 * t 3 ’ t 3 ) -
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So ( i -j ®io®^0) t 4s3s2sl ’ l ’ *4**4^ + ( t 4s3s2s011 ’ ’*4 ^
’ ^t 4s3sl s0i r t4 , t 4^ + ^t4s2Sl S0i l
fc) hT (■,0®i14,io)
S im ila r ly , we require
■ w w =
I ( t 3 , t 3S2 S0 i 1 • t 3 ) - ( t 3 , t 3S1S0 i 1 , t 3 ) + ( t 3 , t 3S1S0 i 1 • t 3 ) " ( t 3 * t 3S2 S0 i 1 , t 3 )
+( t 3’ t 3s2s0i l
(1 *t 3s2s l i 1 t 3*t 3s2sl 11 , t 3^+  ^t 3, t 3s2Sl S0d0i l t 3, t 3s2sl i 1 ’ t 3^
+( t 3 » t 3s2s l 11 » 1) 3
-[ (1»t 3s2s0i l♦ t 3 ^ t 3’ t 3s2so'i l , t 3) + ( t 3, t 3s2s1i 1, t 3)- ( t3, t 3s2s1^ , t 3)
+( t3, t 3s2s01l ’ t3 ) ]
-L(1»t 3s1sQi 1, t 3)- (t3, t 3s1s0i 1, t 3)+ ( t3, t 3s1sQi 1, t 3)- (t3, t 3s2s0i 1, t 3)
+^t 3, t 3s l s0i l
= , t^S^iSgi 1  , ) + ( ,  t^S3S2Si i .J , ) - ( ,  t^S3S2Sgi 1  , ) - (  , t^S2Si Spi  ^, t^) ]
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,2 .3
So we take + ( V t J s jS g S ^ . t J ).4,
(d) h, ( i 0a iQa i1)
F in a lly , we require
bhl ( i 0®10®11) =
( t4 , t4S3S2S0i l '  ( t4*t4s2si so i l
t (1•t 3»t 3s1s0i 1)-( t 3. t 3.t| s 1s()i 1)+( t 3.t| ,t3S 1s0i 1)- (t3, t 3, t 3s2s1s0d1i 1)
,2 .3.
+( t 3»t 3»si s0i 1)]
+ [ ( t3, t 3, t 3s2s1i 1) - ( t 3, t 3 , t 3s2s0i 1)+ (t3, t 3, t 3s2s0i 1) - ( t 3, t 3 , t 3s2s0i 1)
+( t3, t 3’ s2s l V ]
-[(1, t 3>t 3s2s0i 1)- (t3, t 3, t 3s2s0i 1)+ (t3, t 3, t 3s1sQi 1)- (t3, t 3, t 3s1s0i 1)
+ t^3, t 3’ s2s0i l ^
-[(1•t 3»t3s2s1i 1)- (t3, t 3, t 3s2s1i 1)+ (t3, t 3, t 3s2s1i 1)- (t3, t 3,t| s 2s1s0d0i 1)
+( t 3, t 3, t3s2sl ’ l ^
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.2 A=b[(t4,t-,t js2s1s0ì 1)+(t2,tj,tjs3s2s0i1) - ( t 4, tj.t ;s3s1s0i1)3 .4
" ( t 4>t4>t4s3s2si * i i ) ] *
So we take = ( V t J . t J s ^ s ^  W t J . t J . t ^ s ^  )
_ ( t 4»t4»t 4s3sl s0i i ) _ ( t4»t4»t4s3s2si i i )  • 0
Lemma 2.13.
The product induced by g is associative.
Proof
We introduce f i r s t  fu rthe r notation; given (x,y) e (PxQ)(n) ,
9k(x,y) « TP(i)iQ (n+2k-i) , we w rite  th is  as g. (x,y)
i K
= ? Yk i t ^ x ,y ) ® YkQ,(r 2k-i ) (x .y) • Then fo r a ssoc ia tiv ity , we
requ ire, given (x ,y ,z ) e (P x (J x R)(n) , a chain homotopy h such 
tha t
( i)  e e [ e
k i,a ,e , r ,s 1k if ,>r l ' 'S ! i,><“ l(< ll-y ) ' z)) l Y k i i ! r  (k _ t) ' B)
<Y<^Q><“ ) ( (x .y ) .z ) )  « Y '< J 21-“ ) ((x ,y ).z )
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P(n+2j-y) 
Yi t
j,y ,6 , t ,U
= 3h + ha .
L
As before, we look fo r a chain homotopy of the form h = I  h^e
and again we can use the method of acyclic models to construct h 
induc tive ly , provided we can construct d ire c t ly  hg , and h^  on 
elements of degree 0 or 1 . We work w ith the product given in  
Lemma 2.5.
hg is  zero since the Alexander-Whitney product is  associative 
a t the chain le v e l; given a simplex 0P+9+r e Cp+q+r(p+q+r) , le t
x^(op+q+r) be the fro n t i-face of the simplex, p j(ap+q+r) be its
(a) h-| : since 91 = 0 * ta k in9 the component of
back j-face, then the assoc ia tiv ity  follows from Pq(Xp+q )°P+P+r
equation ( i)  w ith e coeffic ien t e° , we require
1v 'o* O’ 0
so we take h , ( in , i n , i n) = 0 .1v ' 0 * 0 ’ 0
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_ do11 8 ^ 1l®t 2S01 1 '  t l i l BsOt l 1l^ + ^"t 2Sl i l f l l l '  sOt l i l B il ^
-0,,. / r0 ^0 ,£ yC ( ’ )(■! (i  i ))Ov^ ( j ) f y ( ^ *C ) (3 ” i) / . j  (j i \x
/• Y1>s l ’ i - n v V ^ o . r  ^ i . s  ( V (W '
I * J » r  * 5
^ C ° (3 - i - j ) ( (C°xC°)(3-1)( i  - i n
“Y0 , r  tY1,s ' V ' V V '
i i a[d1i i a t2sOi r t l i l B il + t2SOi 1Bdl i l ]+ tl i 1B[-dl i l BsOt l i l _ t l i l flsOdOi l
*so V l Bdo V
+ t 2Sl i l BII_dOi i a i l ' i i adl i i :l + SOt l 1l B:_dOi l B il - il Bdl i i :l •
Thus, taking the component of equation ( i )  with e coeffic ien t 0, 
we require
bhl ( i i , i i , i 1 ) =[ tj i -i*s0d011 Bi i + ti i i  1 BdQi ^  1 l®s0t-j i ]Bd1 i 1
d1i l BsOt l i l B il + d0i l fis0t l i 1B ii :l
+[-d1i 1Bt1i i as0t 1i 1+d0i 1f lt1i i as0t 1i 1+t1i ]id 1i 1Bs0t 1i 1
-tl 1l Bd01 l^ O 1! 11 * t l 11 Btl 11 Bs0d0111
b t- V i Bso V i B li  '  t i 1i B t i i i Bsot i 1i ] •
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So we take hj (1.j ,1  ^,1^) = -11 i 1 asQt 1 i-|®i-j - ^  ’ l • D
Products in  cyc lic  cohomology.
Given an algebra A over F , we obtain a cyclic F-module A*1 ,
and a dual cocyclic F-module (A*1) , where (A*1) (n) = Homp(A**(n),F) .
The cyc lic  cohomology of A 8 B is  obtained from the cocyclic F-module
(A^a b1*)* , ra the r than the product of cocyclic F-modules (A**) « (B'’ ) ,
★
and the two are not in  general isomorphic. We w rite C (P) fo r 
C*((P«i)*) , C*(P) fo r QP**) .
A product in  cohomology is  thus obtained by dualising over D the
map g:C*(A 0 B) -*• C*(A) 0p C*(B) , to give a map C (A) 0Q C (B)
★
+ C (A i  B) . This is  a natural D-module chain map, inducing a product 
in  cohomology which is associative, graded commutative, and unique as a 
coextension of the product in  Hochschild cohomology.
However, in  order to obtain a map C (A I  B) + C (A) 0QC (B) by 
dualis ing f  , we require that e ith e r C*(A) or C*(B) be of f in ite  
type over D , fo r then HomD(C*(A) 0Q C*(B) ,D) = C (A) 0Q C (B) .
For the Kunneth theorems, th is conditon may be weakened. We require 
e ith e r HC*(A) or HC*(B) to be of f in ite  type, fo r then there is a 
chain complex C of f in i te  type which is  chain equivalent to C*(A) 
(respective ly, C*(B)) : th is  is  proved in  [26, Lemma 5.5.9, p.246].
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Products in  cyc lic  homology.
*  *  *
The product in  cyclic cohomology C (E) 0g C (F) -► C (E 0 F) 
induces a dual coproduct in  cyc lic  homology C*(E 0 F) -► C*(E) Dg C*(F) .
In looking fo r a product in  cyc lic  homology, we see tha t since 
C*(E) = E* 0 K/eD , the d if f ic u lt y  arises because K/D is  not a ring , 
that is ,  there is  no well-defined m u lt ip lic a tio n  in  the coeffic ien ts.
There is  an analogy here with (J/Z homology, and we adapt the product 
used in  tha t case. The product is x !  y + x u iy  , where 6 is  the 
Bockstein homomorphism 8:Hn(X : (J/Z) -*• Hfi_1(X : Z) , and the product 
uses the module m u ltip lic a tio n  Z 0 (J/Z -* (J/Z
Thus, given cycles fo r cyc lic  homology represented by x e (C*(E)0gK/D)n
y £ (C*(F) 0Q K/D)m » we construct a product by f i r s t  applying B to y
to obtain an element of (C*(F))m+1 , and then m u ltip ly ing  x and By
by using the product f:C*(E) 0Q C*(F) -*■ C*(E x F) , and the module
action D 0 K/D -* K/D . Then we obtain a product HC (E) 0n HC (F)
n D m
-*• HCn+m+^ (E x F) . We check that th is  agrees w ith the product defined 
by Loday and Quillen in  [23, Chapter 3], th a t is  (x0e_1)0(y0e”J )
-*• fg(x0By)0e 1 i f  j  = 0 , 0 otherwise, where fp is  the shuffle
product.
Take cycles represented by x = zx^0e 1 , y = Ty^Oe J . Now 
B[y] = [Byg] e H i(C*(F)) , and fo r th is  class to be a  fcycAt*, 
require bBy^ = 0 . Then our product, f(x0By) , gives
we
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[E Ef.(x. 0 Byn) B e 1] .  However, we can show tha t th is  agrees 
i  k u
with the product of Loday and Quillen by constructing a chain 
homotopy. Loday and Quillen prove tha t fo r any a e E(n) ,
6 « F(m) , Bfp(a 8 ¡^  ) = fg(Ba 8 Be) : thus the map <t>Q defined
by <t>g(x 8 y) = fg(x 8 By) is  a chain map. S im ila r ly ,  <(>(x 8 y)
= f(x  8 By) is  a chain map, so we require a chain homotopy h 
satisfying 3h + ha = $ - $g . We look for one of the form 
h = Eh^e , then equating coeffic ien ts, the equation becomes
( i)  bhk = -hkb - hk.,B  - Bhk_1 + *k
i f  k > 0 , and
( i i ) bhQ = -h0b
i f  k = 0 .
Thus we can take hg = 0 , and since the r ig h t hand side of 
equation ( i ) ,  Z , s a tis f ie s  bZ = 0 , we can use the equation 
to construct hk(x 8 y) by induction on k and on the degree of 
x 8 y , provided that the degree of Z is  s 3 . But <t>i ( i Q 8 i Q) 
= f|(1g 8 Big) , of degree 3, thus the induction proceeds. Hence 
the products are chain homotopic and so agree in  homology.
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Loday and Quillen prove tha t th is  product is  associative, and 
graded commutative provided that the f ie ld  has cha rac te ris tic  zero. 
The a ssoc ia tiv ity  also follows from the a sso c ia tiv ity  of f  , and 
the graded commutativity can be proved fo r a l l  f ie ld s  as follows.
Given cycles x e HCn(A) , y t HCm(B) • represented by 
i  x . ie  1 , i  » we wish to show
( i)  f (x  8 By) - ( _ i) degree x degree y T f(y 8 Bx) .  0 .
Thus we wish to find a chain z such tha t
( i i ) ? ( f 0(x i BBy0)- (- l) !x |>y ,T f(y i 8Bx0))8e’ i
Let z = (-1) ' xl t z.8e_ i
oo k
Let o
W
 
||
iioNl £ w v ws.=0
oo k+(n-l)
Let z„ = z 
n k=0
,^0 f k<xi 8 yk+(n-l)-1>
We now wish to ca lcu late az ; the term with
3Z .
fo r n > 0 .
e coe ffic ien t is
bzQ + Bz.j = z
k=0
= z 
k=0
k
r  (bfk+l + Bfk>(x i 8 *k- i>
,r  ( f k+l b + f kB><xi 8
i =0
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= k=E0 . f0(-f k+i B(xTflyk+i - i ) + f kB(xi ay k-i>> 
f oB(xoByo > = f o<BxoByo H - D  V xoBByo> ■
The term w ith  e coeffic ien t eb is
» k+p-1 k+p
bV Bzp+i = kf 0 (^ 0 bfk (x 8yk+p- i- i ) + Bfk(xi Byk+p-i) 
p-l ® k+o
= 1^0bf0(xi fiyp- l- i)+kf 0 ^ 0bfk+l (x i Byk+P- i)+Bfk(x i Byk+P-i) 
p-l «° k+p
= i Tobf0(x i i y p. i . i )+k , o i l of k+1b(xi Byk+p. i )+fkB(xi Byk+p. i ) 
p-l ® k+p
= i tof0f»(x, V i - i )+kS0 ^ 0- f k+iB{xi Byk+i+p-i)+fkB(xi Byk+P- i )
= ^ 0[- V Bxi+ lByp-l-i >‘ H  ) 1 x| f0(xi BByp-i ) ]+
+ J 0[f O<Bxi Byp-i)+(-1) l x l f o(xi BByp-i):!
= ( - l) |X|f 0(xp»By0)- f0(Bx08yp) . Q
F in a lly , Loday and Q u illen 's  re su lt tha t Bfg(xBBy) = fg(BxBBy)
can be used to prove the follow ing Lemma.
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Lemma 2.15.
The fo llow ing diagram is  commutative
CHCX(P) aD HC“ (Q) ]n — f- -- > HC~(PxQ)
+BSB + B
CHC*(P) 8D HC*(Q)]n. 2 -2-> HCn_i(P»Q)
where a is  the Loday Quillen product.
Proof
This follows from the commutativity of the diagram
Bxo8 By0 — f— > V Bxo8 BV
+B8B t  B
(zxiae”i)a(tyjBe”^) --------> r fQ(x^  0 By0)Be-1 . □
Module Structures in Cyclic Theories.
Lenina 2.16.
Given a cyc lic  F algebra E , HH*(E) is  a module over HC*(E) 
and IB is  a module map.
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Proof
We use the inclusion map I : HC (E) ->• HH (E) to define the
n n
action. Given [x] e HHn(E) » t y l  £ HC~(E) » then ClyD e HHm(E) 
and [f0( x 8 Iy ) l e HHn+m(ExE) ’ and usin9 the m u ltip lic a tio n  y 
in  E we obtain [yfg(x8Iy)] £ HHn+n/ E) • Denote th is  element 
[y(x ) ]. Then given z c HC'(E) , (y u z)x = y fQ(x8 I(y  u z))
= yf 0(xoavif0( Iy 8 Iz ))  = pf0(y f0(x08 Iy)8 Iz) = y f0(y(x)8 Iz) = z (y(x))
To show tha t IB is  a module map, we require [IByfg(x8Iy) ]
= [yfg(IBxBIy) 1 in HH*(E) . We have constructed f^ such tha t
bf](x8 Iy) = f^b(x8Iy) - IB fQ(x8Iy) + f 0IB(x8Iy)
Since x and Iy  are Hochschild cycles, b(x8Iy) = 0 . Since BI 
from the long exact sequence re la ting  HC* and HH* , IB(x8Iy) = 
Thus, in Hochschild homology,
[0] = -riByf 0(x8 Iy)] + [yf^B  x8Iy) ] .
By FL9]-duality we obtain the follow ing lemma:
Lemma 2.17.
* *
HH (E) is  a module over HC (E) , and IB is  a module map. 
Loday and Quillen prove in [23, Proposition 3.4 l the following 
Lemma 2.18.
HH*(E) is  a module over HC*(E) , and I is  a module map.
= 0 
IBxBIy
□
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§3. The chern character.
The preceding chapter makes i t  c lea r that the theories HC*( ) 
and HC*( ) have products w ith very d iffe re n t properties, and that 
only the theory HC*( ) has a degree-preserving product
HCT(A) 8d HCj(B) - HC7+ j(A S B) .
Thus, since the product in  K-theory is  s im ila r ly  degree-preserving, 
K..(A) B Kj(B) K^+j(A  8 B) , HC*( ) is  the only possible receiver 
fo r a m u lt ip lic a tive  chern character ch:K*(A) -*• HC*(A) .
Karoubi [19] gives a d e fin it io n  fo r a chern character in to  cyc lic  
homology HC*( ) , and th is  can be modified, using a theorem of Jones 
[17], to give a chern character ch:K*(A) -* HC*(A) . The d e fin it io n  
involves a composition of several maps, so we discuss these f i r s t  
in d iv id u a lly .
(A) The Hurewicz homomorphism.
Higher algebraic K-theory is  defined by K^(A) = w^(BGL(A)+) ,
where BGL(A)+ is  described as fo llows. The group GL(A) is  the 
d irec t l im i t  lim  Gl_k (A) , under the inclusions GLk (A) -*• GLk+1(A)
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0
given by a +  (J p  , BGL(A) is  it s  c lass ify ing  space. The
Quillen + -construction is  then applied, which abelianises the 
fundamental group of BGLA while leaving i t s  in teg ra l homology 
unchanged, by adjoining 2 ce lls  to k i l l  the generators of 
[GL(A), GL(A )] , and 3 ce lls  to "neu tra lise " the 2 c e lls  as 
fa r as the cohomology is  concerned. The space BGLA+ is a homotopy 
commutative and associative H-space.
The Hurewicz homomorphism h^  : n^(X) -► (X) f i t s  in to  a
conmutative diagram w ith the products in homotopy and homology as 
follows [28, Lemma 3.18]:
W.(X) 8 it j(Y) ----> *1+j(X a Y)
+hi 8hj  *hi +j
(X) 8 H j( Y ) ----> H.+j(XA Y)
The product in K-theory is  given by the composition of th is  smash 
product w ith a map y* : ^(BGLiA)* a BGL(B)+)->- tt.. (BGL(A8B) + ) , defined 
as follows. The obvious map GL(A) x GL(B) GL(ABB) induces a map * . 
BGL(A)+ x BGL(B)+ -*• BGL(A8B)+ . Then given a basepoint Xg fo r BGL(A) + 
and a basepoint yg fo r BGL(B)+ , there is  a map y , 
y : BGL(A)+ x BGL(B)+ - BGL(A8B)+ , given by
y(x,y) = x*y - xQ*y - x*yQ + xQ*y0 ,
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which is  homotopically t r i v ia l  on the wedge BGL(A)+ v BGL(B)+ and 
thus induces a map y : BGL(A)+ a BGL(B)+ -*■ BGL(A8B)+ .
Thus we have a commutative diagram 
iri (BGL(A)+ 8 Tij(BGL(B)+) -*■ iri + j (BGL(A)+ABGL(B)+) I*-> wi+ j (BGL(A8B) + )
4-h i ®h j
h^i +j +hi +j
Hi (BGL(A)+)B Hj(BGL(B)+) - H.+j(BGL(A)+aBGL(B)+) **-> H.+j(BGL(A8B)+)
Using the isomorphism Hi (BGL(A)+) = H^BGLfA)) , we have a 
m u lt ip lic a tiv e  map (A) •* H^BGLfA)) .
(B) A map 4- : H^BG) -► HCT_2,(kTGD) ; here G = GL(A) .
This replaces the map in Karoubi's construction defined into 
HCi+ 2 l(k[G]) •
The construction involves an equivariant homology theory G* , 
ted to the usual 
long exact sequence
relate theory H* and its  localised version H* by a
•• < < * > - « :< * > - h; . 2(z ) . g; . i ( z ) - . . .
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Let the space BG have the t r i v ia l  c irc le  action, and le t  u 
be an indeterminate of degree - 2 . Then we have an inclusion 
(BG) - (H*(BG) 8 k [ u l) . .a  = gT_2 i (BG) , and a map gT_2ji(BG) - 
Gl_2 t (LBG) , induced by the inclusion of BG as the fixed point 
set in  the free loop space LBG , w ith the usual c irc le  action.
Then, w rit in g  S*(G) fo r the chain complex of G , made in to 
an associative d if fe re n t ia l graded algebra by using the Eilenberg 
McLane shuffle  product, we can define HC*(S*G) . Jones constructs 
in [17] an isomorphism Gl_2 f(LBG) = HC7_2|i(S*G) . F in a lly , there is 
a map of d if fe re n tia l graded algebras kEG] -*■ S*(G) , where k[G] 
has zero d if fe re n t ia l,  which is  a chain homotopy equivalence and 
induces an isomorphism HC7(S*(G)) = HC.(k[Gl) ; see [17, §7].
J J
Thus we obtain the map : H^(BG) -*■ HC^_2 ^(k[G])
In order to show tha t P is  m u lt ip lic a tive , i t  is  s u ffic ie n t to 
show the m ultip l ic a t iv i t y  of the map e : gT(LBG) -*■ HC.j(S*(G)) , that
J J
is ,  to prove the commutativity of the diagram
Gl(LBG)8k[u]Gj(LBG') - gT+j (LBG * LBG') - gT+j (LB(G * G*))
HC7(S*(G))8d HC7(S*(G‘ )) - HC7+ j(S*(G)BS*(G')) -> HC’ + j (S*(G * G1))
Recall tha t HC*(S*(G)) is  the homology of the double complex
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C*(S*(G)) fl k[u] , w ith boundary b + Bu , where u is  an in ­
determinate of degree -2 , and C*(S*(G)) is  the Hochschild complex 
of the algebra S*(G) . gI(Z )  is  the homology of a double complex 
S*(Z) 8 k[u] , w ith  boundary b + Ju , where J is  defined, given 
the c irc le  action f  : T * Z -*• Z and the shuffle  product 
9 : S*(T) a S*(Z) - S*(T x Z) , by J(x) = (-1)'x lf*e(zax) , fo r z 
the fundamental 1-cycle in  S-|(T) : see [17, §4].
Jones shows th a t these two double complexes are na tu ra lly  chain 
equivalent, so a natural product defined in  one theory induces a 
natural product in  the other. Then, by the uniqueness of the con­
struction of the product proved in Chapter 2, any product defined 
using the models w i l l  agree w ith the induced product, ensuring the 
commutativity of the diagram.
(C) A map : HCT(k[G])) - HCT(MA) .
Here the in f in i te  matrix algebra MA is  the d irec t l im i t  lim  M, (A)
k K
under the inclusion Mk (A) Mk+-|(A) given by a -*• (g g) , and 
MA is  obtained from MA by adjoining a un it.
The map $ : k[G] MA defined on the generators over k , by 
♦(9) = 9 . is  an algebra homomorphism.
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The induced map <(>* is  m u lt ip lic a tive  as a map between functors 
of the algebra A , by the n a tu ra lity  of the product and the 
commutativity of the diagram
krGLA] 8 k[GLBl -- ^ -- > MA 8 MB
4- 4
k[GL(A8B)] --- *--- > M(A8B)
(D) The induced map Tr* : HCT(MA) -*• HC.(A) , where Tr:MA -*• A is
J J
the trace map.
This is  m u lt ip lic a tive  as a map between functors of the algebra A , 
by the n a tu ra lity  of the product and the comnutativity of the diagram
MA 8 MB --- > A B B
4- 4-
M(A8B) -- —---- > A 8 B
Then by composing the maps (A) - (D) we obtain the fo llow ing:
Theorem 3.1.
There is  a m u lt ip lic a tive  chern character ch:K^(A) HC^_2 a(A) 
defined as the composition
K.(A) = Tt.(BGLA+) H^BGLA) -&> HCT_2j,(k[GLA1) **->
HCi- 2 t(MA) — * HCi- 2 t(A) • □
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Let P and Q be cyc lic  F-modules. In Chapter 2, we constructed 
a natural chain equivalence between C*(P) Bq C*(Q) and C*(P x Q)
The chain equivalences are D-module maps, and hence extend to give 
natural chain maps between C*(P) flD C*(Q) and C*(P x Q) . These 
maps are also chain equivalences, since the chain homotopies constructed 
in Lemma 2.7 also extend to C*(P) C*(Q) and C*(P x Q) . Then,
using standard homological algebra for complexes over a princ ipal ideal 
domain [26, Lemma 5.3.1, p.228], we obtain
Theorem 4.1.
Given cyc lic  F-modules P and Q
( i)  There is  an exact sequence of D-modules
0 - (HC;(P)BDHC;(Q))n HC~(PxQ) - [ T o r ^ H Q p ) , H C ; ( Q ) - 0
where f*  is the product induced by the natural chain map f  .
( i i )  There is  a D-module isomorphism
(HC*(P) §D HC*(Q))n = HCn(P x Q) . □
We obtain a Kunneth theorem fo r the cyc lic  cohomology of algebras 
by dualis ing the chain equivalences as discussed in  Chapter 2.
§4. Kunneth Theorems.
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Let A and B be associative algebras over F .
( i)  I f  one of HC*(A) , HC*(B) is  of f in i t e  type, there is  an exact 
sequence of D-modules
0 (HC*(A)8DHC*(B))n -3l> HCn(A8B) - [TorD(HC*(A) ,HC*(B) l n+1 - 0
where g* is  the product induced by the natural chain map g .
( i i )  I f  one of HC*(A) , HC*(B) is  of f in i t e  type, there is a D-module 
isomorphism
(tiC*(A) fiD HC*(B))n = HCn(A 8 B) . □
We now consider a Kunneth theorem fo r cyc lic  homology. Given cyc lic  
F modules P and Q , we have a chain equivalence between 
C*(P) 8q C*(Q) and C*(P x Q) , tha t is ,  between P* 8 Q* 8 D and
(P x Q)a 8 D . This extends to a chain equivalence between P* 8 Q* 8 K
and (P x Q)* a K . Hence there is  a chain equivalence between the 
quotients, P* 8 Q* 8 K/D and (P x Q)# 8 K/D .
K/eD may be given a coalgebra s truc tu re , with a coproduct
0 -*■ E e ie  , when i t  is  isomorphic to the coalgebra G ,
i =0
Theorem 4 .2 .
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which is the dual of the algebra D . Eilenberg and Moore in  [14] 
define an extended comodule over an F-coalgebra r ,  with coproduct & 
to be a tensor product A Sip r , where A is  an F-module, with 
s truc tu re  morphism v = 1^  fi 5 . They prove in  [14, Proposition 2.1] 
tha t fo r an extended comodule A fiF r , and any comodule B ,
(A fiF r)Dr B = A 8p B .
Thus, since C*(P) is  an extended comodule P* fiF G , we have 
C*(P)2g C*(Q) = P, I  (¡, i  G . Thus the chain equivalence between 
the quotients P, !  Q, 8 G and (P * Q)* 0 G is a chain equivalence 
between C*(P)Dg C*(Q) and C*(P * Q) .
We can now dualise over F the steps of the proof of the Kunneth 
sho rt exact sequence fo r complexes which are D-modules, to obtain a 
dual short exact sequence for complexes C and C' which are comodules 
over G :
0 - [Cotorg(H*(C) ,H*(C‘ ) )^n+i - ^(COgC1) - (H*(C)0QH*(C' ) ) n - 0 .
Combining th is  w ith the chain equivalence, we obtain the following
theorem:
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which is  the dual of the algebra D . Eilenberg and Moore in  [14] 
define an extended comodule over an F-coalgebra r ,  with coproduct 6 
to be a tensor product A Bp r , where A is an F-module, with 
structure morphism v = 1^ B 5 . They prove in  [14, Proposition 2.1] 
that fo r an extended comodule A Bp r , and any comodule B ,
(A flF r)Dr B = A Bp B .
Thus, since C*(P) is an extended comodule P* Bp G , we have 
C*(P)[]g C*(Q) = P* B Q* B G . Thus the chain equivalence between 
the quotients P, fl Q* B G and (P * Q)* B G is  a chain equivalence 
between C*(P)Dg C*(Q) and C*(P * Q) .
We can now dualise over F the steps of the proof of the Kunneth 
short exact sequence fo r complexes which are D-modules, to obtain a 
dual short exact sequence for complexes C and C' which are comodules 
over G :
0 - [CotorG(H*(C),H*(C1))]n+] - H^CDgC1) - (H*(C)nQH*(C*) )n - 0 .
Combining th is  with the chain equivalence, we obtain the follow ing
theorem:
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Given cyc lic  F-modules P and Q , there is a short exact 
sequence of G-comodules
0 -[CotorG(HC*(P),HC*(Q))]n+1 - HCn(P*Q) - (HC*(P)DGHC*(Q))p - 0 . □
The remainder of th is  chapter w i l l  be concerned with producing 
a re-expression of th is  sequence in terms of the D-module structure 
of HC*(P) and HC*(Q) . We obtain the following short exact 
sequence:
0 - (HC*(P)BDHC*(Q))n_1 2 HCn(P*Q) - [Tor0(HC*(P),HC*(Q)]n_2 - 0 ,
where a is  the Loday Q u illen  product.
Lemma 4.4. *i
There is a natural D-module isomorphism
TorD(HC*(P),HC*(Q))n_2 = (HC*(P)Og HC*(Q))n .
Theorem 4 .3 .
Proof
From the d e fin it io n ,
HC*(P)DgHC*(Q) Ua.Qb.£HC*(P)aFHC*(Q):
i 1 1 h
ivai.flbi - Eaifivbi = 0}
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Recall the notation Va. = E S a. fl y.
1 k 1 *
as
thus we can rew rite  th is
Eva .Bb .-a .Bvb.
• i l l  l
= E ESka.&y.flb. - E Ea.fly,flSkb. . 
i k 1 K 1 i k 1 K 1
Recall that a D-module s tructu re was induced from the G-comodule 
k k
structure by e (a) = S a . So we can rew rite  the cotensor product as
HC*(P)0GHC*(Q) = {Eai flb.t HC,(P)BFHC*(Q): ze^f lb .-a.f le 1^  = 0 fo r a l l  k) .
2 2
However, given tha t E ea^Bb.. - a f^leb.. = 0 , then E e a^flb^-a^Be b^  = 0
i f  and only i f  E (eBl - lfle)(ea.j flb.j ) = 0 . S im ila r ly , given tha t 
i
I  a.Bb. £ ker (eJfll - lBeJ ) fo r a l l  j  < k , the equation 
E ekai Bb. - ai flokbi = 0 holds i f  and only i f  ek 1a^flbi l ie s  in 
ker(efll - Ifle) . Thus we have
HC*(P)QgHC,(Q) = {Ea.flb. £ HC*(P)BfHC*(Q): £ ker(efll- lfle ), fo r a l l  k}.
Now consider TorD(HC*(P),HC*(Q)) ; in  order to calculate th is  we 
need to resolve HC*(P) as a D-module. Consider the generators of
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HC*(P) as a free F-module. These can be placed in  fam ilies re la ted  
by the action of 8 , tha t is ,  ( ia “K £ ^  : 6a“ =a“ . Note tha t
the fam ilies e ith e r contain a single element, a^ such that ea^ = 0 , 
or contain a non-zero element fo r each i £ IN , so a“ corresponds 
to a8 1 fo r some a e F , and the fam ily (a“ } corresponds to a 
set of generators fo r K/8D as an F-module.
Let HC*(P) be the free D-module w ith one generator c“ fo r 
each of the a“ . Define a map d : HC*(P) -*• HC*(P) by d(c“ ) = a“ . 
Define a map $ : HC*(P) -*• HC*(P) by <i>(c“ ) = 8c“-c“ _1 , putting 
♦ (c“ ) = 0c“ 1f a“ sa tis fies  0a“ = 0 . Then we have
cx x a a X / x a a  a a A
d « ( c 1 ) = d ( e c i - c i i )  = e a i -ai  -, = a i _ 1-ai _ 1 = 0
We now wish to show that the elements (ec“-c“ ^) generate the kernel 
of d .
n
Take
C_
i. Il 
M f .c “ 
J J
n_ _ n- 
I  f  .a0 j £ 0nD .
j= i J
n
V jsuch that Ej= l
t kerd , so th is  corresponds to E f.ae J e D ,
j= l 3
We want to show that there e x is t coefficients g  ^
n
= t  g.(ec“-c°i .)  . In the r ig h t hand side of th is 
j= l J J J_l
expression, the coeffic ien t of c“ is gn© i f  i = n , g^e-g..+1 i f  
i < n . Thus we wish to show that there e x is t g^  such that f R = gn0 ,
f i = W l  •
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Now we have a ( f n + f fl_]e . . .  £ (en) , which implies
tha t t nf ( e )  , so f n = g^e . Then, since a ( g n+ f  j + f  £0 + •••
f l e"~2) £ (e " '1) , we have gn + f (1_] £ (e) , so f ^  = gn_.,e - gn .
We can continue in  th is  manner to obtain the required equations fo r a l l  
i , 1 < i < n-1 .
Thus the fo llow ing sequence is exact:
0 - HC"(P) HC"(P) HC*(P) - 0 .
Thus we have the fo llow ing:
CKTorD(HC*(P),HC*(Q)hHC;(P)BDHC*(Q)^l>HC;(P)aDHC*(Q )^U HC,(P)aDHC*(Q)
Note that in  HC*(P)8D HC*(Q) , ekafl8 = afleke , so we can obtain a 
representative of any term which has no power of 6 in  the f i r s t  
component, tha t is ,  a representative of the form I  ai flbi where 
ai £ HC*(P) , bi £ HC*(Q) . Thus there is  an in jec tion  
i : HC:(P)flD HC*(Q) - HC*(P)8f HC*(Q) .
We now have a commutative diagram
Hc:(P)flD hc*(Q) 
+♦81
hc; (P )bd HC*(Q)
-> HC*(P)flF HC*(Q)
+(lfl0-9Bl)
HC*(P)8p HC*(Q)
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since = i((E6ai -ai _1 ) ib i ) = Ea.fleb.-ea^flb. = (lfie-efil )Eai ib i
From th is  we see that ker(<t>81) = ker(lBe-eBl) . Then, since <(>81 is a 
D-module map,
ker(«.81) = {Ea^b. e HC*(P)BFHC*(Q) :E0kai 8b. e ker(e81-18e) fo r a l l  k) .
Thus we have Torp(HC*(P),HC*(Q)) = (HC*(P)Dg HC*(Q)) , and since <t> 
increases degree by 2 , we have, as required,
TorD(HC*(P),HC*(Q))n_2 = (HC*(P)D^ HC*(Q))n . □
There is  a s im ila r re su lt fo r the o the r term of the short exact sequence.
Lemma 4 .5 .
There is a natural D-module isomorphism
CotorG(HC*(P),HC*(Q))n = (HC*(P)BD HC*(Q))n_2 .
Proof
To calculate Cotor, we need an in je c tiv e  G-comodule resolution 
of HC*(P) : we use the following
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0 - HC*(P) — HC*(P)fip G — HC*(P)Bp G - 0
where ♦ (Cz ^ B y^ IB y^) = CZakflYk]flYf _1 - t r a kBYk_-|]By1 .
We check exactness: c e rta in ly  imv c ker $ . Suppose Z[Za. . By. 3By.
P j  k J ,k k j
e ker ♦ , tha t is ,  E([Za^ -Cza  ^ ^ ^ D B y  ^ = 0 .
Then, since Cza^ k®Yk  ^ t  0 , we have z za^ kB^kByj._1 -a  ^ ^ ^ B yj = 0
Evaluating coeffic ien ts of y^By^  , aj  k = aj- l k+1
Evaluating coeffic ien ts of Yk_-|flYj • a  ^k = a^+1 k_^
Proceeding l ik e  th is , we obtain a. . = a. . fo r a l l  i , - jsisk .
m
Thus we can rew rite  zCz a. .By^IBy ; as z[ z a By .]By„ ;
V
j  k
j , k  'k ' j m i =0 m i m-i
Then, since v ^ )  = £ Y*-i®Yi ♦ element lie s  in  the image of v
i =0
We then have the fo llow ing exact sequence:
(M1C*(P)SgHC*(Q) ^->HC*(P)BpHC*(Q)^i>HC*(P)flFHC*(Q)^:otorG(HC*(P),HC*(Q))->0 ,
by using Eilenberg-Moore's Proposition 2.1 [14], (Aflp G)OgB = AflpB 
Then to calculate 4>C1 , we need to use Eilenberg and Moore's isomorphism 
e x p lic it ly .  The map AflpB -» (AflpG)DG B is  1^ B , and the inverse
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map (A8p6)C^B -*■ A8pB is 1^ 8 e 8 lg . Thus the induced map 
HC*(P)8p HC*(Q) - HC*(P)8p HC*(Q) is
^ akBYk 3B[% 8Ym]k m
1HC„(P)8vQ: t[zak8Yk]8Yi«Ebm8Ym. i ]
-> TtEak8yk] 8 Yi 8 ]
- f C“ k^ k- l ]^ i fl[fm 8W
^HC»(P)8e81HC»(Q)
->[Ea.8Y,,]8[Eb 8y „, .i-C ra .aY i, 1 n8 [ rb 8Y m] 
• k k _  m m-l  • k ' k —l _  m m 
k m  k m
- HC*(P)8F HC*(Q) 
Thus CotorQ (HC*(P),HC*(Q)) = -- ^ -----
* HC*(P)8F HC*(Q)
<[ za. 8yi, i8rEb 8y_ ■. ]-[Ea. 8yu ■. ]8[Eb By_]> . k k _ m m-l . k 'k-I _ m 'm k m  k m
Letting
D-module
a = [Ea.SY^D  , B = [E b_8 y _]  > and r e w r i t i n g  in  te rm s  o f  th ek K k m nim
s t r u c t u r e ,  u s in g  6 y  = y   ^ > we have
CotorG(HC*(P),HC*(Q)) =
HC*(P)8p HC*(Q) 
<a80B - 6a86>
- HC*(P) 8d HC*(Q)
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Since <t> decreases degree by 2 , we have
CotorG(HC*(P),HC*(Q))n 2? (HC*(P)BD HC*(Q))n_2 . □
The natural isomorphism (Tor^ (HC*(P),HC*(Q))p_2 = (HC*(P)[^HC*(Q))p 
can be composed w ith the coproduct map HCp(P*Q) -► (HC*(P)I^ HC*(Q))p to 
give a natural D-module map HCp(P*Q) ■+ (TorD(HC*(P),HC*(Q))p_2 .
S im ila r ly , the natural isomorphism (CotorG(HC*(P),HC*(Q))p+1 = (HC*(P)80HC*(Q)) _1
can be composed w ith the map from the Kunneth short exact sequence 
i(<: (CotorG(HC*(P) ,HC*(Q) )p+  ^ -*• HCp(P*Q) to give a natura l D-module map 
(HC*(P)8d HC*(Q)p_.j HCp(P*Q) . We w il l show that th is  agrees with the 
Loday Quillen product map
Lemma 4.6.
The follow ing diagram commutes
Proof
 ^ is  the map induced in homology by the chain map xfly -*■ xBay ->■ 
f(xflay) . Let x = rx.jBe"1 , y = L y ^ e '1 , then [xlflEay] =
[rx^fle-1] B [Byg] . We showed in Chapter 2 that xfly -♦ f(xBBy) agrees
with the Loday Quillen product. D
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So, applying Lemmas 4.4 - 4.6 to the short exact sequence 
0 - CotorG(HC*(P),HC*(Q))n+1 4 HCn(P*Q) - (HC*(P)[^ HC*(Q))n - 0 
we obtain the follow ing theorem.
Theorem 4 .7 .
Given cyc lic  F-modules P and Q , there is  a short exact 
sequence o f D-modules
0 - (HC*(P)80HC*(Q))n_1 -2-> HCn(P.Q) - TorD(HC*(P),HC*(Q))n_2 - 0
where a is  the Loday Quillen product.
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So, applying Lemmas 4.4 - 4.6 to the short exact sequence 
0 - CotorG(HC*(P),HC*(Q))n+1 t HCn(P*Q) - (HC*(P)Cfe HC*(Q))n - 0 
we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4 .7 .
Given cyc lic  F-modules P and Q , there is  a short exact 
sequence of D-modules
0 - (HC*(P)«DHC*(Q))n_1 -2-> HCn(P*Q) - Tor0(HC*(P),HC*(Q))n_2 - 0
where a is  the Loday Quillen product.
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55. The cyclic cohomology of polynomial algebras and th e ir  quotients.
In th is  chapter, we w i l l  endeavour to use our knowledge of products 
to calculate some examples.
(A) F[x] , F of charac te ris tic  zero
The cyclic homology of th is  algebra is  given by f23, Theorem 2.91, 
but we include i t  fo r completeness, since our method is d iffe ren t.
Lemma 5.1.
The Hochschild homology of F[x] is
HHn(F[x]) = Ftx] i f  n = 0 or 1
= 0 otherwise.
Proof
Let R = Ftx] , A = R8pR = F[s,t] .
Then a pro jective resolution of R over A is  given by
0 - R *4- A < A * 0
where 4.(s ) = x = $(t) .
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Applying the functor R8  ^ - to the reso lution, we obtain 
R <—  R <- 0 .
Thus the only non zero Hochschild homology groups are HHQ(R) = R , 
HH-j (R) - R . □
Lemma 5 .2 .
(a) HC*(R) = F[e] ©F[x]/F
(b) HC*(R) = Fte.e"1] .
Proof
We use the long exact sequence re la ting  Hochschild and cyclic 
homology:
0 HC0(R)-HHH0(RK(WiCi(R)+-HH1(R) <—  H C g fR J ^ C ^ R ^ H ^ R )^  (R)
II II II II
R R R 0
F irs t  observe tha t HCq(R) = HHq(R) = R .
Now fo r a l l  commutative algebras we have
HC0(A) * A
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HHi (A) = = {z:ai dxi :d(xy) = xdy+ydx) , the module of Kahler d if fe re n t ia ls ,
HC-j (A) = nJ/dA
B : HCq(A) -*■HH^(A) , that is , B:A -*• , is  the de riva tive .
(See 23, Example 2, Proposition 1.11.3
Since the map d(x^) = ix^  ^ has kernel F on F[x] and is  sur­
je c tive , we obtain HC (^R) = F , HC^(R) = 0 .
Then since HHn(R) = 0 for n > 1 , the long exact sequence becomes 
a succession of pe riod ic ity  isomorphisms,
. . .  * 0 *■ HCn_2(R) - HCn(R) *- 0 ♦ ..
Thus HC2n+1(R) = 0 , n a 0 , HC2n(R) = F , n s 1 .
By considering the dual of the long exact sequence, we obtain cyclic 
cohomology:
HCn(R) = R i f  n = 0
= F i f  n = 2 m ,  m > 0
= 0 otherwise.
Here S:HC2n(R) HC2n+2(R) is  S(a) = a i f  n > 0 . S:HC°(R) - HC2(R)
is S(aQ+a^  x+ .. .) = aQ . Note that every element of HC2n(R) lie s  in
the image of S(")
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We w il l  now calculate the cup product in cohomology. Since the 
cup product HC2m(R)8p|6j HC2n(R) -*■ HC2^m+n^(R) is  an F[e]-module map,
S ^ T a l  u S(n)rbJ = S^n+m^ [a u b] . Thus the product is  determined by
the product HC®(R)8p HC®(R) -*• HC®(R) , which is m u ltip lic a tion  in the 
ring R . n
We can then use the Kunneth theorem to calculate the cyclic cohomology 
of F[x,, . . .  x ] .
Lemma 5.3.
For F of charac te ris tic  zero
(a) HC (FCX j,... xn l) = F[e] 8 F f x ^ . . .  x ] 
where A denotes A/F .
(b) HC*(F[x1...Xn l) = F[e,e_1] .
Proof
Both parts are proved by induction on n . The case n = 1 is 
covered by Lemma 5.2, and the induction step is  proved by using the 
Kunneth Theorem 4.1, since F[x.j,.x ] = F[x1 . . . .  xn -| ] 8p Frxn] .
Part (b) follows immediately from
HC*(F[xr ..xn] Bf F[xn]) = HC*(F[xr . .x n l) 8F[Q] HC*(F[xn3)
■ FCe.e"11 8Ff0] Fte.e'1] .
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For (a), the Kunneth short exact sequence is
0*[(HC (F[x1 . . x n_1])8F[e]HC (F[x])]m-vHCm(F[x1, . . x n] K T o rF[e](HC (F C x ^ - .x ^
HC*(F[xn])]m_1 - 0
The Tor term gives F[x-j . . . , x n] in  degree 0 , which hence doesn't con­
tr ib u te , and the tensor product term gives (F[e] ® F [x ,.. .x  ])m as 
required. □
We can also use the Kunneth theorem to calculate the cyc lic  cohomology 
of A[x^,—  xnT , where A is  any algebra over F .
Lemma 5.4.
Given A an algebra over F , w riting  R = FTx, . . . , x n]
(a) There is  a short exact sequence
0 - HCm(A) 9 (HCml A2 8r R) - HCm(A[x-, . ..x 1) 
SHC^^iA) h 1 n
where Sm_] = S : HC1" ' 1^ )  - HC"1*1^ )  .
(b) HC*(A[Xl . . . .  xn]) « HC*(A) .
ker S , 8 R + 0 m- I
Proof
These re su lts  fo llow from the Kunneth theorem since A [X j,... xn] = 
A 8f F[x^.. x n ] . Part (b) follows immediately from
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HC (A[x-|, . .  xn D) • HC (A) 8p[e] HC (FCx,,. .x,,])
-1
= HC (A) 8F[91 F[e,e ]
The Kunneth theorem gives a short exact sequence:
0 - (HC*(A)8FL6 ](F[0 TeR))m->HCni(Arx1, . .x n])^rTorF[el(HC*(A),F[ei9R)im+1 - 0
Since eR = 0 , the terms in the tensor product represented by 
[a] B r  c HCm(A) 8 R are zero i f  [a] lie s  in  the image of S , so 
[a] = era'] . Thus th is  term contributes 
.m.
HCm(A) ® (HC
SHCm'^(A)
8 R)
To calculate Torc r„,(HC (A),R) , we use the follow ing projective
• L 0 J
reso lution of R over F[e] :
0 -*• Ff e] 8 R -2^-> FCe] 8 R -*-> R -»• 0
where $(en8r) = en(r )  . We then have the exact sequence
O*TorF [e l (HC*(A),R)-4iC*(A)8Fre](F[e]8R)-*HC*(A)eFr0](F[ei8R)+HC*(A)8Fre]R -  0 
Thus Torp|Qj(HC*(A) ,R) consists o f  terms [a ]  8 (1 8 r ) such that
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the equivalence class of [a] 8 ( 9 8 r)  contains 0 ; but th is  
class is  also represented by [S(a)] 8 (1 8 r) . Thus the Tor te rn  
is isomorphic to (ker S 8 R)m” . □
(B) FCx.x"1]
This is the f ie ld  of fractions of the graded algebra FTx] . 
Again, F is  of cha rac te ris tic  zero.
Lemma 5.5 .
The Hochschild homology of F[x,x  ^1 is
HHn(F[x,x '1]) = F tx .x '1] i f  n = 0 or 1 
0 otherwise.
Proof
Let R = FCx.x'1] , A = R 8p R .
A p ro jective reso lution of R over A is  given by
0 <- R <-i- A < x l S-~-t  ^ A * 0
where <t>(s ) = x = $ (t) . For s ^-t  ^ e ker $ , (s ^-t 
(s- t)(s ’ 2+ t’ 2+s~3t+ s t‘ 3+ ---) . Then applying R ,
R <-9- R 0 , thus the re s u lt follows.
we obtain
□
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Lemma 5.6.
(a) HC (F[x,x ^ ]) = FTe 1 8 E(y) ® R , where degree of y = 1
(b) H c V c x .x '1]) = FCe.e"1 ]8E(y).
Proof
We use the long exact sequence
(M1C0(R)-41H0(R)-h(M1C1(R)-hHH1(R) <— HCq(R)-hHC2(R)-hHH2(R) -h . ..
II II II II II
R R R R 0
Again, B is the de riva tive . Thus HC2(R) = ker B = F ,
HC^(R) = coker B = x_1F = F . Then since HHn(R) = 0 fo r n >1 , 
the long exact sequence becomes a succession of pe riod ic ity  isomorphisms,
0 - HCn(R) - HCn+2(R) - 0 .
Thus HC2n+2(R) = F , HC2n+](R) = F , fo r a l l n .
★
We w il l  now calculate the cup product in  HC (R) , Since every 
element of HC2n(R) lie s  in  the image of HC°(R) under , the
product
HC2n(R)8rra  .HC2m(R)-HC2(n+m)(R) is  given by Sn[a]uSm[b] = Sn+nVaub] .
r  L 0 J
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Thus i t  is determined by the product HC°(R) 0 HC°(R) - HC°(R) , which 
is  m u ltip lic a tio n  in  R .
Since HC2n+1(R) = S ^^H C ^R )) , the product
HC2n+l (R)0r  e-] HC2m+\R) ■* HC^(n+m+1 ) (R) is  determined by the product
HC^(R)0pjf Hc\r ) -*• HC2(R) . By using the e xp lic it form of the cup 
product given by Connes in  [8, Chapter 1 ], we see tha t given 
t ,$ e H c V )  ,
T U $  =  T V $ + T ( $ V t )
where T is a map switching factors. Then, since t v  $ and * v  t 
l ie  in  HH2(R) , and HH2(R) = 0 , x u $ = 0 .
S im ila r ly , the product HC2n(R)BR 0]HC2m+1(R) - HC2(n+m)+1(R) is  
determined by the product HC^(R) B HC^(R) -*• Hc\ r ) . The cup product 
is always a coextension of the Hochschild product: in th is  case, since 
I : HC®(R) -*• HH®(R) and I : HC^(R) Hh\ r) are both in jec tions , i t  
is equal to the Hochschild product. This is  the F-dual of the shu ffle  
product in homology, which can be calculated by observing tha t the 
generators over F fo r HH^(R) = R , {x1} ^  1 » can be
represented by the cycles [x1 B x] in  the standard bar reso lu tion form 
of the Hochschild complex. Then the shu ffle  product of [x1 1 e HHq(R) 
and [x'-’flx] e HHj(R) is  [xi+^Bx] t HH^(R) , corresponding to the
generator xi+J Thus the required product is m u lt ip lic a tio n  in  Rin  R .
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Thus, setting y to be a generator of HC (R) , we obtain the
stated resu lt. □
Lemma 5.7.
(a) HC*(F[x1, . . .xn,x^ . . .x p1])=F[el8E(y1, . . . y n)8F[x1, ..X n .x i1 . . " ' 1]
(b) HC*(F[x1, . . x n,x^1. ■ x '1]) = F[e,e-1 ] 8 E(yr ..yn)
where each y  ^ has degree 1.
Proof
The proof is  by induction on n , using Lemma 5.6 fo r the case 
n = 1 , and the Kunneth theorem to prove the inductive step.
(b) follows from HC*(Frx1 .. .xp, . .x^1 ])=HC*(F[x1 . .xn_1 ,. ])8p| 0 ])
= (FCe,e-1 IS E(y1,..yn_1))8F[e](Fre,e’1] 8 E(yn))
- F[e,e-1] 8 E(ylt..yn) .
(a) follows from the short exact sequence:
0 - (HC*(F[xr .x’ 1. 1 l)8 Fr0]HC*(F[xn,x’ 1])nl - HC^FCx,.. .x“1 ]) - 
TorF[e](HC*(F[xr .x‘ 1_1]),HC*(F[xn,xp1])m+1 - 0  .
The Tor term contributes nothing, the tensor product term gives the 
required answer. □
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Lemma 5.8.
For any algebra A over F
(b) There is  a short exact sequence
0-*-[HC*(A)8E(y, .. .y ) ]m»(HCV | . 8RHiCm(A[ 
1 n SHCm ^(A)
x, . .x .. .X-1 ])H<erS„ ,BR -*• 0 
I n  n ' m-1
Proof
Using the Kunneth theorem and induction on n , as fo r Lemma 5.4. □
FT xl
(c) --  , F of characteris tic  zero.
(xn)
Lemma 5 .9 .
The Hochschild homology of R = F [x l/ (xn) is  given by
HH (R) = R i f  n = 0
n' '
= xR i f  n = 2m+2
= R/x
n-1 i f  n = 2m+l .
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Proof
Let R = F[x]/(xn) , A = R 9r  R , so A = „
F (sn)+ (tn)
A pro jective reso lution of R over A is  given by
0 R <— A ) A <^  A A <^iL A -
where <ji(s) = x = <t>( t ) , N = sn”  ^ + sn_2t  + . . . .  s tn’ 2 + t n_1 
Taking R8.- , we obtain
Thus HHQ(R) = R , HH2n+2(R) = xR , HH2n+1(R) = R/xn_1 . 0
In order to calculate the shuffle product in Hochschild homology, 
which we w il l use la te r ,  we need a chain map from the reso lution given 
above to the usual bar reso lu tion.
0 R <-*-
< x ( S - t ) R82 <JLN R82 R82
II l l +fl
+f 2 +f3
0 -H R < - il
02
r“
b '<---- R83 <-Al R84 b'<---- R85
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Proof
Let R = FCx]/(xn) , A = R flF R , so A = „
F (sn)+( t n)
A pro jective reso lution of R over A is  given by
0 - R <-±- A A A <XJ ^ >  A < iiL  A +■
where <t>(s ) = x = 4»(t ) , N = s11-^ + sn_2t  + . . . .  s tn~2 + t n_1 
Taking R8A~ , we obtain
Thus HHq(R) = R , HH2n+2(R) = xR , HH2n+](R) = R/xn_1 . □
In order to calculate the shuffle  product in Hochschild homology, 
which we w i l l  use la te r ,  we need a chain map from the resolution given 
above to the usual bar reso lu tion.
0
0
R  <_i_ R 8 2 R82 <J1N R82 ¿ llz l) R82
I I  II *f l +f2 *f 3
R <-Al R 8 2 b*<---- R83 <-H R84 b '<---- R85
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Such a chain map is  given by
i i n_1 i “I
Wx BxJ)= 1 x Bx 8xBx Bx
v 1
a_ j+n-l+2(m-l)-Za- 
. .Bx mfix8x
n-1 .
1(x1Bx' )^= Z x'Sxflx ^Bx .
2m+l
ai =1
am j+n-l+2(m-l )-Ea. 
B mBx8x 1
and th is  induces a map of generators of Hochschild homology
HH2m(R) [xp]
1 p+n-1+2(m-l)- z a.
ii” I • 1 cti a
1-0 Bx Bx...fix Bx]t Z x 
«1-1
HtW R) [xp]
n-1 p+n-l+2(m-l)-Ea i  a ,  a 
[ Z x flxflx '...B x mfc<]
We can now calculate the shu ffle  product on generators in  the standard 
bar resolution form, which gives the following product on the generators 
[x1] £HHn(R) :
- tx 1+J] otherwi se.
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Now reca ll Lemma 2.15: i f  v is  the product in  Hochschild 
★ ★
cohomology, HH (A) is  a module over HC (A) by the action t (<<>) = $ v I t
fo r t c HC (A) , <(i c HH*(A) , and IB(<|.v I t ) = IB<(> v I t
Lemma 5.10.
HCn(F[x])
(xn)
F[x]
(xn)
i f n = 0
= 0 i f n = 2p+l
= V i f n = 2p+2 , where V is an
n-dimensional vector space over F ,
Proof
Label the generators of V by {x^ li=0 n_i • The Pr ° ° f  is by 
induction on the degree of the cohomology group. We w il l  take the 
follow ing as the inductive hypothesis: HCn(R) = 0  i f  n = 2p+l , 
HCn(R) = V i f  n = 2p+2 , and B:HH2p+1(R) - HC2p(R) sa tis fies  
B ix1> = <xi+1> , fo r a l l  p < p' .
Consider the long exact sequence:
0 -► HC°(R)->HH0(R)->CMiC1(R)->HH1(R) — > HC°(R)-HC2(R)->HH2(R) - .
We have HC°(R) = HH°(R) = R . Here B:HH  ^(R) ->• HC°(R) is the F-dual
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of the deriva tive , so B<x’ > = <x’+ >^ . B is  in je c t iv e , and so 
HC^(R) = 0 . This s ta rts  the induction.
Now consider HC2p (R) : by the inductive hypothesis, HC2p~\r) = 0 , 
so we obtain from the long exact sequence re la ting  Hochschild and cyclic 
cohomology, the following short exact sequence:
0 - HH2p_1(R) J L  HC2p' 2(R) HC2p(R) —  > HH2p(R) - 0
II II *1
Now since 1 surjec tive , HC2p(R) contains a subspace isomorphic to 
< x ,.. .x n"^> , and since B<x^> = <xi+ >^ by the inductive hypothesis,
ker S = < x ,. . . ,x n >^ , Im S = <1> , so HC2p(R) = < l, x , . . x n
Now consider HC2p+^(R) : by using the inductive hypothesis, we 
obtain the exactness of the fo llow ing:
0 - HC2p+1(R) — > HH2p+1(R) — > HC2p(R) .
Thus HC2p+1(R) = 0 would be implied by B in je c tiv e , and i t  is 
su ffic ien t to prove that B<x^> = < x ^ >  fo r a l l i . Consider those 
elements of 1$ v T , where t  c HhV k ) . * c HC2p(R) . Recall 
IB(I<t> v T) = !♦ v IBt . Since Bi * 0 in HC°(R) and 
I : HC°(R) -*■ HH^(R) is  an isomorphism, IBt / 0 .
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Take <f> such that 1$ c <x> , and t c <x’ > , fo r 0 s i s n-3 ,
so IB t c <x^ >  . Since the Hochschild product is  given by m u lt ip l i­
cation in R , 1$ v t c <xi+1> , 14> v IB t c <x1+2> , and since
i s n-3 , both I<t> v t and 1$ v IB t are non-zero. Then since 
1$ v IB t = IB( I <t> v t ) , we have B<x1+ >^ = <x1+2> , fo r a l l 
i £ (0 ,1 ,. . .  n-3} , tha t is ,  i+1 e {1 ,2 ,.. n-2} . Hence i t  remains 
to show tha t B<1> = <x> .
Take 1 £ HH2p+1(R) , x £ HC°(R) , then lx  in  HH°(R) is  non 
zero. Then 1 v lx  / 0 , 1 v lx  = <x> . Now IB(1) v lx  =
IB(1 v lx )  c IB<x> c <x > , and IB (1) v lx  is non zero. So
IB (1) c <x> , B<1> = <x> . □
Lemma 5.11.
(a) HC*(^-ip) = F le.e-1]
(xn)
(b) H C * (^ ^ ) = F[0] « C ® R, 1
(x") p=0 Zp
where R ^  denotes a copy of R/F in degree 2p . The 9 action is  zero 
on each of these terms, and the product i^p ^m ^2(p+m) ’ s 
m u ltip lic a tion  in  R .
lote from the previous proof that S:HCZp Z(R) -*• HC^R) has kernel
.2p,
Proof
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< x ,... xn > , and 1 e HC2p(R) is  in the image of HC®(R) under 
S<P> . Write l q fo r 1 e HCP(R) ; given 1 ^  , l 2p , 1 ^  u l 2p =
u = sBfPd 0 u 1Q) = SnM'p( l 0 ) = 12(m+D) • since the
product HC^(R) 0 HC^(R) -*• HC®(R) is  given by m u ltip lic a tion  in  R .
Given l 2m , x1 e HC2p(R) , 1 0 x1 = Sm( l 0) u x1 = 1Q u Sm(xi ) = 0 .
Recall tha t we have a coextension diagram fo r products
HC2m(R) a HC2p(R) -- ---- > HC2(m+p)(R)
*181 * I
HH2m(R) 8 HH2p(R) -- ---- > HH2^m+p^(R)
Given xi t HC2m(R) , xi e HC2p(R) , w ith ne ither i or j  = 0 ,
then from the proof of Lemma 5.10, ¡(x1) = x1 , I ( x J ) = xJ . We
requ ire ¡(x1 u xJ ) = x1+J , thus x1 u xJ = x1+J . □
Lemma 5.12.
Given any algebra A over F ,
(a) 2 HCm(A)
(*")
(b) There is a short exact sequence
» u,.m-2i/A. „ . oo
0-HCm(A)®( 9 HC m. 2\-2 aiW  - HCm( ^ )  - ® Ker S , a R + 0 
i =0 SHCm 21 2(A) 21 (xn) i =0 m 21 1 21
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where Sm 2 i 1  = S : HCm"2 l_1(A) -*• HCm' 2l+1(A) . 
Proof
(a) follows from the Kunneth theorem,
H C "(^ 2 )  2 (HC-(A)aF[e]f lc- (iM i))  *  HCw(A ) iF[e] Fce.e-'] .
V * ) (x )
,F[x]>
For (b), the Kunneth theorem gives a short exact sequence
O-(HC*(A)8F[e;)(F[el9(eR2l. ) ) )m-HCm(^ ) ^ | T o rF[0](HC*(A),F[eie(9R2 i ) ) lnH'1
( * )
Since 0^2n =  ^ * ^he terms in the tensor product represented by
[a] 8 r  c HCm 2p(A) 8 R2p are zero i f  [a] = E a ‘] . To calculate
★ _ _
T°r F[e](H^  (A),R2 i) we use the usual p ro jec tive  resolution of R
over F[e] ,
0 ->• FCe] 8 R ^ - >  F[el 8 R -$-> R - 0
where $(en8r) = en(r)  . Thus TorFj.Q-|(HC (A),R.^) consists of terms 
Cal 8 (1 8 r)  such that the equivalence class of [a] 8 (e 8 r) is 
zero, tha t is ,  [Sa] 8 (1 8 r) is zero, so TorF|-e-j(HC (A),R2 i)m+1 =
* ker Sm-2i-1 8 *2i *
-  n o  -
(D) ' f  a polynomial.
( f )
F irs t  we factorise f(x ) in to irreduc ib le  factors, f(x ) = 
m,
(x-a^) . Then we use R/I n J = R/I ® R/J fo r any ideals I and
J of a ring R such tha t I + J = R , to w rite
C[x] C[x]
---  - w ---  mj
(f)  1 ((x-a.) ’ )
Lemma 5.13.
For algebras A and B over a f ie ld  of charac te ris tic  zero, 
HCn(A ® B) = HCn(A) 9 HCn(B) .
Proof
We w i l l  use the chain complex for cyc lic  homology w ith boundaries 
b , -b' , N and D ; th is  complex is  defined in Chapter 1.
C*(A) 9 C*(B) is  a subcomplex of C*(A 9 B) with quotient 
complex P =
P <— p < J L  p 
v2 2 2
b i  -b' + b +
P <— p <_?!_ p 
K1 y-\ K1
b + -b1*
V “  po <-
bi
PnN
I l l
where Pn
(A9B)Siu1 
A8" 1 ' ® B8n+1
For example Pq = 0 , = A8B 9 B8 A .
The boundary maps are induced from those on C*(A 9 B) . By inserting 
an extra column R* = +
P2/lmD
b+
P^/ImD
b+
0
to the le f t  of P , we form a new complex Q whose rows are acyclic
* +
P2/7mD<—- P2
<—  P2 <—
b+ b + -b' +
P.j/lmD<—" P1
P l< J L
b+ b + -b'f
0 <— 0
Q-1
po<J L
Q contains a subcomplex P O l l  , where (p^+^ ) ntm = pn+l ,m • 
and the quotient complex is  R . Thus we have a short exact sequence
0 -*■ P O l ] -* Q -* R -* 0
giving a long exact sequence in homology
- Ill
where
p - (Aj»B)ar>f1 
n Afln il ® BSn+1
For example Pg = 0 , P.| = A8B ® B8 A .
The boundary maps are induced from those on C*(A ® B) . By inserting 
an extra column R* = t
P2/lmD
b+
P^ImD
b+
0
to the le f t  of P , we form a new complex Q whose rows are acyclic
Q
+ +
P2/1mD<--  P2 p2
bf b + -b ' +
P]/lmD<--  P1 < J L  p ,
bf b+ -b ' +
oQ.I/O
po
Q contains a subcomplex P O ll , where (p[+^ ) n jm = pn+l ,m * 
and the quotient complex is  R . Thus we have a short exact sequence
0 P[+l ] -*• Q R -♦ 0
giving a long exact sequence in homology
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•• Hn(P[+l]) - Hn(Q) - Hn(R) - Hn_1(P[+l]) - .. .
Thus, since Q is  acyclic, Hn(R) = Hn(P) .
The cyc lic  permutations act on Pn by ro ta ting the factors, so
the complex R , with R = P /lmD , is
n n
0-A8B <—  ASAaBSASBSB <—  A8A8A8B ft A8A8B8B ft A8B8B8B <—
with R(n) = E A ® ^  8 Bn ’ , The induced boundary b is given on 
i =0
an element of Afll+1 8 Bn_1 by E (-1)i d. , I = { 0 ,.. i , i+ 2 , . .n-1} :
i d  1
that is ,  any face map which would involve m ultip ly ing an element of A 
with one of B is omitted.
We w il l  construct a chain homotopy s:R(n) ■* R(n+1) such that 
bs + sb = 1 .
Let s(aQ 8.. 3i 8 b.+1..8bn) = 1A 8 a0 ...8a i 8bi+1..a bn .
Then, since dn+  ^ does not occur in bs ,
» W » , l  * - ' a “ 1><*0I>- - V
Also, sb(aQ..8ai 8bi+1. ,bn) = 1A 8 b(ag...an ) . Thus sb + bs = 1 as 
required, and we have a chain homotopy between the id en tity  map and the
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zero map on R . Hence H*(R) = 0 , and so H*(P) = 0 . Then from 
the short exact sequence
0 -*• C*(A) ® C*(B) C*(A 9 B) + P + 0
we obtain the long exact sequence in  homology
- Hn(C*(A)9C*(B)) *  Hn(C*(A9B)) - Hn(P) - Hn_](C*(A) 9 C*(B)) -
So P acyclic => HCn(A 9 B) = HCp(A) 9 HCn(B) . □
Then by applying Lemma 5.13 to the algebra 51*1 = ® 5.L*3 m. ,
( 0  i ((x-B l) ’ )
and using induction on i , we obtain HC (9 51 .* 1 m. )=®HC (5L*i m. )
" i ((x-Q i) 1) i n ((x-a i ) ’ )
Thus w rit in g  = R , we have HC2n(R) = R , HC2n+i (R) = 0 .
We could repeat the proof of Lemma 5.13 in the cohomology complexes,
to obtain HCn(A) 9 HCn(B) = HCn(A 9 B) , w ith the isomorphism induced
*  *  *
by the inclusion of complexes C (A) 9 C (B) +C (A S B) . Thus the
★ ★
product obtained on HC (A) 9 HC (B) is tha t induced by inclusion from
* Cr xi
the product on HC (A 9 B) . So in  th is  case, fo r R = ——- , we have
(f)
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HC*(R) = C[0] 9 ( 9 fL .)
i=0 61
HC*(R) = CCe.e'1] .
We also have 
Lemma 5.14.
For any algebra A over I  ,
(a) HCm( ^ ^  ) = HCm(A)
(f)
(b) There is  a short exact sequence
0-*HCm(A)«( 9 Hcm~ ^ X  9 R)-,HCm( ^ i ) -  ® 
i=0 SHC"1-^ 1 ”^(A) ( f)  i =0
where S|J). 2 i. 1 = S : HCm' 2 l_1(A) - HCm"2l+1
Proof
ker Sm-2i -1 8 R - 0 
(A) .
Exactly as fo r Lemma 5.12. □
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